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HistoricWe-The-People
NationalCommonLawGrandJury
On Friday, June 2, 1995, citizens from around the
nation arrived in Wichita, Kansas in anticipation of the
weekend. Many gathered in private, small meetings to
caucus over various national, political, and historical
issues affecting what seem to be ever-diminishing freedoms and loss of constitutional rights. Tension was in
the air.
Local law enforcement was, after Oklahoma, understandably concerned that there may be trouble at the
Wichita Century II Convention Center. The National
Common Law Grand Jury was scheduled to convene on
June 3-4 at Century II and, frankly, no one knew exactly
what to expect. Security was high. There were meetings with local law enforcement by Grand Jury coordinators to assure them that what was to follow would be
a “peaceful assembly”. At the conclusion of the meeting, law enforcement officials were more than a little
surprised and impressed at how lawful, peaceful, mature and responsible the meeting had actually been.
There were no incidents. The people gathered at this
assembly were there to conduct court in an orderly
fashion.
The National Common Law Grand Jury was called
as a direct result of a court order issued from the
Common Law Court in York, Nebraska. The coordinators of the event were merely complying with the
Common Law Court’s mandate.
The constitutional authority for a National Common Law Grand Jury is granted under
of the
Prior to the convening of the National Common
Law Grand Jury in Wichita, during the month of May,
the following announcement was faxed throughout the
country. It reads, [quoting:]
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People in and for the United States of America ex
rel. hereby declare that there has been a gross usurpation of our national
and
under pretense of a continuing crisis of War and Emergency conditions that have existed since the Civil War
and continue to exist in times of peace to the present
time.
Senate Report 93-549 says, “Since March, 1933,
the United States has been in a declared state of National Emergency.”
Title 12 U.S.C. 95(b) says that

every order issued by the President since March 4,
1933, or any order issued in the future is automatically
approved and confirmed.
These powers being conferred under the Authority of the Act of October 6,
1917, as amended March 9, 1933, are strictly a War
Power. (See
This vast range of powers, taken together, confers
enough authority to rule the country without reference
to normal constitutional process.
Wherefore, the People in and for the United States
of America hereby demand that the President (Bill
Clinton) and the Attorney General (Janet Reno), show
cause within 60 days why these unlawful powers being
perpetrated against the American people should not be
terminated, and if they should fail to show cause, then
our court with Original Jurisdiction is to issue a Declaratory Judgement in favor of the American People,
and any and all remedy it finds proper, against the
above named defendant(s).
[End quoting.]
The following press-release was issued by Dr. Eugene Schroeder on Saturday, June 3, [quoting:]
WICHITA-A National Common Law Grand Jury
is meeting in Wichita, Kansas June 3 and 4. Delegates
from each state present are sitting on the jury, hearing
evidence and examining more than 100 documents
concerning the executive office’s use of war and emergency powers to rule the country for the last 62 years.
Senate Report 93-549 says “Under the powers delegated by these statutes, the President may: seize
property; organize and control the means of production; seize commodities; assign military forces abroad,
institute martial law; seize and control all transportation and communication;
regulate the operation of
private enterprise; restrict travel; and, in a plethora of
particular ways, control the lives of all American citizens.”
Reuters wire service released a story June 2 that the
House is considering giving the President even more
sweeping war powers. The action under debate would
remove the negligible reporting requirements the President now has to the Congress when he involves U.S.
troops in foreign fighting.
“The war and emergency powers wielded by the
President and his agencies cut much deeper than sending U.S. troops to fight foreign wars,” said Dr. Eugene
Schroeder, author of
and
two extensively researched
books that sparked the Common Law Grand Jury. “The
President and his agencies have the power to, and do,
control and license every transaction among US. citizens.”
Senate Report 93-549, done in 1973, also says,
“Since March 9, 1933, the United States has been in a
state of declared national emergency. A majority of the
people of the United States have lived all their lives
under emergency rule. For 40 years, freedoms and
governmental procedures guaranteed by the
have, in varying degrees, been abridged by laws
brought into force by states of National Emergency. In
the United States, actions taken by government in times
of great crisis have...in important ways shaped the

present phenomenon of a permanent state of National
Emergency.”
It goes on to say, “These hundreds of statutes
delegate to the President extraordinary powers, ordinarily exercised by Congress, which affect the lives of
American citizens in a host of all-encompassing manners. This vast range of powers, taken together, confer
enough authority to rule this country without relevance
to normal constitutional process.”
“We are not anti-government,”
Schroeder said,
“but we do want a government that obeys the
The
was the shackles our forefathers
They reserved a11
placed on the federal government.
rights to the people and states which were not specifitally given to the federal government. Our government
has been living outside those bounds for 62 years.”
If the National Common Law Grand Jury determines that the facts show that the federal government
is operating outside the
they may ask
President Clinton and the federal government to show
cause why they continue to operate by War and Emergency Rule.
Summary Judgement could be issued if
no response is forthcoming within 60 days. [End
quoting.]
Saturday morning, June 3, the Century II Convention Center received approximately 400 concerned citizens from all walks of life, representing 32 of the 50
states. The auditorium floor looked like a Republican
Convention with signs on long sticks identifying each
state. Those in attendance were asked to assemble with
their home state.
Pastor Nichols opened the assembly with a prayer.
This was followed by the
One of
the organizers of the meeting was Walt Meyers [Executive Director of the Constitutionalists Networking Center], who then took the stage for some administrative
remarks. He introduced several others involved in the
coordination of the gathering. Ed Petrowski then made
some additional administrative comments.
The entire court proceeding was videotaped, which
constitutes the legal and lawful record.
The stated objective of the National Common Law
Grand Jury was to arrive at Facts and Conclusions at
Law concerning the status of War and Emergency
Powers.
Dave Schecter asked each state to caucus and
ONE delegate to sit on the jury. The decision process
for each state was up to that state. After a relatively
brief period of time, delegates to the jury, and their
alternates, had been selected.
The beginning of the proceeding was somewhat
difficult, disjointed, and tense. There were, after all,
some very strong personalities and independent thinkers present. And there were many agendas, stated and
private.
There was difficulty in seating the jury. The issue
was raised, strongly, that women should not be allowed
to sit on a Common Law Grand Jury. Others felt that
under the Rule of Necessity women should be allowed.
After some heated discussion, coordinator, Dr. Eugene
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Schroeder, in a welcome stroke of sanity, took the stage
and said something to the effect of, “My God, we live in
a modern age. I, for one, will not stand in the way of
women sitting on this jury.”
To which there was
general, but by no means total, applause and the jury
was seated.
Dr. Ron Carlson from Honolulu, Hawaii made the
of the several states are
statement,
impaneling this jury.”
Richard Perkins made a motion that the jury convene. The motion was seconded and passed. The jury
then took their seats at tables set up along the front of
the auditorium stage.
The next order of business for the jury was selection of a Jury Foreman, selection of a Court Clerk, and
the swearing in of the Jury, Foreman, and Bailiff.
Dave Schecter then asked those assembled that
Sally Freck be accepted in the position of Clerk of the
Court. There was an objection, the stated reason being
that the delegates should be given a choice. Nominations were made and Candace Turner was selected as
Court Clerk by secret ballot.
After much discussion among themselves, Darryl
Freck was selected as Jury Foreman.
Greg Paulson was appointed Bailiff.
It became clear that there was a need for a Chairman, or presiding spokesman. Gene Dixon, Director of
the Constitutional Law Center took the stage, spoke
briefly to the jury and added wisdom and experience to
the proceeding.
Discussion followed and Mr. Dixon
was selected to be the person presiding over the juryat the will of the jury.
A quorum was declared.
The Jury, Foreman, and Bailiff were all sworn inactually the term used was “attest”, not “swear”.
The Jury was then ready to hear witnesses. Additionally, all witnesses were properly sworn-in prior to
testimony.
The first witness to speak was Pam Beasley. Pam’s
testimony was obviously going to cover a very wide
series of topics seemingly unrelated to War Powers.
Gene Dixon stepped forward and stopped her testimony. Dixon then asked clarification from the jury as
to the extent of the evidence they were to hear and
accept into evidence, which was to be fairly well confined to War and Emergency Powers. Mrs. Beasley was
dismissed without testifying.
Dr. Schroeder then took to the stage to ask the
jury’s indulgence by hearing the first three speakers
who would present evidence covering a wide scope of
topics, thus adding to a “big-picture” understanding of
our nation’s current situation. it was then agreed to
hear such testimony and accept such evidence.
Senator Don Rogers from Kern County, California
then spoke of many federal mandates which
state’s rights. He spoke of the Clean Water Act, the
Clean Air Act, the Endangered Species Act-and used
as an analogy of government out of control the Kern
County farmer, who was thrown in jail and fined heavily
for killing some kangaroo rats with his tractor.
Rogers went on to remind all present that the
does not confer rights to the people, but rather
it restricts government.
The next witness was Byron Dale, expert on money
and fractional banking. Mr. Dale entered evidence into
the record about the Federal Reserve Act of 1913,
including Eustace Mullins’ book
the issuance of currency by the Federal Reserve, including the identity of the 12 families who own
the Federal Reserve; information concerning a “gold
standard”; and related financial matters. Mr. Dale said
that with the passage of the National Currency Act of
the 186Os, the laws of destruction came into play. The
War Powers Act, according to Dale, was passed to
protect banks who rob our country through fractional
banking-or
what he terms “theft by deception*‘.
Lowell Becraft was not able to attend the hearing,
so Ed Petrowski read a statement into the record which
was written by Mr. Becraft concerning the subject of
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Treaties. According to this statement, Treaties have
been used by the government to accomplish what War
and Emergency Powers hadn’t, thereby also subverting

nors “to restore to the States and the people the prerogatives and freedoms guaranteed to them under the
becomes reality and who fecognize the
value of the
‘s 10th Amendment as a tool
for doing so.
(8) The purpose of this resolution is to initiate a
lawful and formal process for insuring our nation’s
laws designed to protect our
are justly and
equitably applied.
(9) The purpose of this resolution is to promote
action to have a formal Grand Jury determine the
lawfulness of fractional reserve banking and whether
or not this practice aids and abets, or is directly responsible for, theft by deception.
(10) The purpose of this resolution is to formally
comply with the requirement of Title 18, Chapter 115,
Section 2382, Misprision of Treason.
(11) This resolution is to convey the findings of the
National Common Law Assembly [95.1] on the remedies offered by our nation’s Republican Governors for
their complaints cited in the Williamsburg Resolve.
[End sample legislation.]
The resolutions listed were examples and were not
debated or adopted by the National Common Law Assembly. The documents were entirely separate from the
National Common Law Jury.
Joseph Gold, Chairman of the Christian Heritage
Party then spoke on a variety of constitutionally related
issues.
Charles Collins, Republican candidate for President, then spoke before those assembled. He said that
he is the dark horse candidate referred to by Rush
Limbaugh. He also said he will bypass the controlled
media altogether with a system of faxes and computer
bulletin boards.
In a series of statements, Collins said, “Reputation
is what you earn in the daylight. Character is what you
are in the dark.”
Collins often referred to those currently in political
office as “people who have been educated beyond their
mentality.”
Collins spoke of getting rid of the IRS, BATF,
OSHA, EEOC, and the Federal Reserve. He asked for
a 5% capped sales tax. He called for a return to the
Grand Jury system and asked that we “get back to
sensibility and sense in our country.*’ He went on to
speak of the gold standard, a new currency, getting rid
of Big Brother and rid of the computers which house all
the individual records on people. He even went so far
as to speak of knocking out the satellites which track
people. He assured those assembled that “we know a
good idea when we see it.” He spoke of removing
property taxes, obtaining debt-free money and getting
government out of the farming business.
we
CONTACT

It was stated to the jury that Emergency Powers
have never terminated, but merely been codified.
The Gold Reserve Act of 1934 was also discussed.
.A “working paper” was entered into evidence for
the jury to consider. This working paper concerned
possible “findings” as they relate to War and Emergency Powers.
Toward the end of the first day, the jury agreed to
then hear what the witness Pam Beasley had to say.
Pam took the stage and spoke for approximately an
hour, entering a comprehensive range of documentation into the court record. Her testimony covered a full
spectrum of legislative issues over many years which
have resulted in our current national situation.
State Senator Don Rogers then took the stage to
offer a summary of information to the jury. At the
conclusion of Mr. Roger’s remarks, the assembly was
closed for the day. The jury was asked to enter into
deliberations.
On Sunday, June 5, the jury met in private session.
Throughout the day in the main auditorium, a variety of
speakers took the stage. By far the most visible, vocal,
(and often frustrating to listeners), speaker on stage all
day was Walt Meyers,
Other speakers included, again, Senator Don Rogers
who shared excellent “sample legislation” with delegates to take back home to their respective states.
Senator Rogers is also on the Executive Committee of
the Constitutional Networking Center, the organization preparing the sample resolutions. .
The samule legislation included:
(1) A legal document by the States directing their
Agent, the Federal Government of the United States to
correct our mathematically unsound monetary policy
and to terminate operation of the United States under
Emergency Powers,
(2) The purpose of this resolution is to seek correction of our nation’s mathematically flawed monetary
policy and reinstatement of the
as the
Supreme Law of our land. (95. I]
(3) A legal document from the States to the Agent
requiring the removal of all foreign military forces
from the United States.
(4) A legal document from the States directing
their Agent to repeal an unconstitutional act known as
the 1994
(5) A formal instruction by States who, as principals to the
are directing their federal
Agent to refrain from attempting to formally abolish, or
in any way permanently render the
null and void.
(6) The purpose of this resolution is to foster the
establishment of a Commission to analyze constitua
a
tional amendments for their authenticity and intent.
(7) The purpose of this resolution is to acknowledge that the State delegations participating in the
National Common Law Assembly [95.1] find there is a
need for an informal National conference of constitutionJoseph Stumph, Chairman of the Committee of 50
ally committed state legislators who sincerely desire that States and author of
then
the pledge made by our nations 30 Republican Gover- took the stage to discuss the
and
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the Conference of States. “What are our alternatives?
What are our remedies’?” Stumph pleaded with those
present. He assured those assembled that he was not
advocating secession, but rather put it forth as a DOS&
future option which would be better than accepting the New World Order or entering into another civil
war. While Stumph was opposed to a constitutional
convention, he was in favor of the states meeting to
enter into fruitful discussion of key issues.
Senator Don Rogers addressed the assembly once
again, referring back to the
Curto and King
John, saying that they had environmental legislation
back then-if
you shot a deer in the forest it was an
automatic 1 year and 1 day in jail. He again reminded
those present that the
are not rights but
rather what the government cannot do. Several other
speakers also had comments to make.
Sunday afternoon, June 4, Candace Turner, Court
Clerk, resigned for personal reasons.
Were there obvious difficulties throughout the weekend? Yes. Were there disagreements and heated
differences throughout the sessions? Of course, to be
expected. In the final analysis, it really doesn’t matter.
What does matter is the miracle which did take placea National Common Law Grand Jury comprised of
from 32 states attaining a quorum and
arriving at a decision-a
Finding at Law.
A Juror’s Report, writtenby Dr. Ron Carlson of
50
has just been
received by
We are including it at the
conclusion of this article.
Sunday afternoon, at about 4:00 p.m., the National
Common Law Grand Jury was seated, once again,
before the General Assembly. The Foreman announced
that the jury had reached a decision and released the
following news release, [quoting:]

Grand Jury concluded by all present joining hands in 4, 1995, the document to be so presented was signed
prayer. Following prayer, the entire Assembly sang and attested to by 32 common law jurors in Sedgewick
County, Kansas, for the several states of America. The
U.S. Government will have sixty days in which they
may respond to the Order to Show Cause or face more
definitive action by the National Common Law Grand
50
Jury. We thank, from the heart of our hearts, Creator
God, our Father-God, for allowing us to be present
June 8, 1995
during this National Common Law Assembly, and for
the results guided by His hand that may now be known
A JUROR’S
REPORT
as the “new shot heard ‘round the world”.
by Dr. Ronald S. Carlson
Humbly and respectfully submitted
National Common Law Grand Jury on June 3rd and
as my own opinion and observation,
4th of this year, with 32 of 50 states represented,
examined evidence presented and focused upon the
/s/Dr. Ronald S. Carlson
Banking Act of March 9,1933 and its relationship to an
Suite 108 4400-4 Kalanianaole Hwy.
undeclared, yet ongoing, everpresent state of emerHonolulu, HI 96821
gency. The presenters of evidence were: (1) Byron
Fax and telephone (808) 732-4081
Dale, educator and monetary expert, demonstrating
that our current debit monetary system, rather than a
credit monetary system (constitutional form), was finalized by the March 9, 1933 Banking Act; (2) Lowell
Beecraft, attorney, presented “Treaties: A Source for
places, this
fax was just received at the
such as the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1913, in a
superior position to the
as cited by Fuji V. for Constitution continues.
17309.

8, 1995,

1s it not time and is it not

24, 1950

ing that treaties made pursuant to the March 9, 1933
do
Banking Act accelerated the usurpation of common law
and constitutional authority; (3) Dr. Gene Schroeder their true
rest?,/”
recited a chronology which, in effect, placed the American people in direct opposition as enemy to the U.S.
Government, beginning with the War Powers Act of
1917 and ending with current law 12 USC 95(b), which
affirms and confirms the Banking Act of 1933; and (4)
Pam Beasley, who related the “Methods of Management” that have been employed via such initiatives as
LET
FREEDOM
RING
“Global 2000” and others (including 41 related documents and videos) establishing a “de facto global govLet the record show:
ernance”
by Khazarian-Zionist-Mishpucka-controlled
Your National Common Law Grand Jury having
by Lee Michael Katz
convened in Wichita, Kansas on June 3, 1995, heard United Nations, as a direct result of events and legislatestimony and reviewed evidence to require the Gov- tion derived from the so-called “emergency” created by
ernment to show JUST CAUSE within sixty (60) days the Banking Act of March 9, 1933. Deliberations took
With Bosnia overshadowing the debate, the House
why it has operated outside the clear bounds of the p lace for two days by 32 state jurors and their alternates,
resulting
in
a
“Findings
of
Fact
and
Conclusions
Wednesday
defeated a GOP-led effort to repeal the
of these united states of America since
the controversial 1973 War Powers Resolution.
March 9, 1933 under the pretense of a national emer- of Law, Order to Show Cause”, refuting
government’s unexamined assertion that for the past
In a 217-201 vote, the House voted to preserve the
gency.
sixty-two years we have operated as a constitutional
largely symbolic Vietnam-era requirement that a presiA war measure known as the
of October 6, 1917 was used to usurp the republic. Clearly to the jury, evidence suggested that dent notify Congress within 48 hours of putting U.S.
constitutionally
secured rights of the people. Section we have rather operated as a municipal corporation, or, troops in harm’s way.
Under the law, Congress must OK the military
5(b) of this Act was amended to include almost all in its extreme form, a fascist state. The Petition, Order
to
Show
Cause,
will
be
presented
to
the
President
of
the
deployment
within 60 days for troops to stay, but
domestic transactions placing the American people in
United
States
of
America,
Attorney
General
Reno,
presidents
have
ignored the statute and federal courts
the same class with alien enemies, thus allowing the
federal government to rule by statute in all cases what- Speaker of the House of Representatives, the President have refused to enforce it.
of the Senate, the governors of the fifty states, and other
House Judiciary Committee Chairman Henry Hyde,
soever.
ertinent
parties.
By
5:00
p.m.
Sunday
evening,
June
R-Ill.
who sponsored the defeated amendment, called
That evening at 8:15 p.m. central time, in closed p
deliberations, the juror from New York made a motion
to the jury at large for a yes or no vote on the above
question: “Do we have sufficient evidence to require
the government to show just cause, etc.” It was also
understood more evidence could be considered and
added later. The motion was seconded and passed
unanimously. We do have sufficient evidence. The rest
June 5,199s: To find out if your currency and stock markets are stable, start redeeming your stocks and
of the evening centered around the final wording of the
bonds. Brokers can only pay about two cents on the dollar. Sure, the first few people will get their money
Findings of Fact of the National Common Law Grand
and then you will find the Dow Jones averages are as phony and artificial as your government. Your country
Jury pending their final approval the next day.
isn’t as prosperous and well-off as your government states it is.
And so it begins...on this historic day June 4, 1995.
The Hillbilly-Socialist
in the White House finally broke the ice, and complained about the many fax
The National Common Law Grand Jury proclaimed
networks in our country. Our words are reaching everywhere. It is nice to see those idiots in Washington,
their Findings of Fact to their country and the world
D.C. squirm a little. This is just the beginning. After members of the federal government appear before a
and recorded their proceedings on videotape for posterity.
Constitutional Tribunal, each will be doing more than squirming.
The
specifically states what this country’s policy is toward sending troops to foreign
COMMENTARY:
lands to tight. Exercising the War Powers Act, which is non-positive law, just proves you only represent
government and not the people. The truth is absolute and cannot be changed or denied.
So let the word go forth to friend and foe alike that
1995 is the year that our nation will be returned to a republic as a direct result of the spirit of freedom
a new generation of Americans has picked up the torch
shall prevail for all of history!
and the dedicated work of its patriotic citizens. The
of liberty to proclaim “LET FREEDOM RING. LET
FREEDOM RING.” [End quoting.]
Phone: (702) 727-0546; Fax: (702) 727-7496
In Light and Freedom,
The General Assembly and National Common Law
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the War Powers Resolution a “wet noodle, a useless
anachronism.”
Supporters of repeal also argued that a president
can’t wage war without having it funded by Congress
anyway. “We control the purse strings,” Hyde said. “Without
the appropriations, they can’t get a drink of water.”
Votes crossed party lines, but minority Democrats
won a rare floor victory by arguing that Congress
should maintain its constitutional power to approve a

president’s decision to send troops off to war.
“I would think the last few days of Bosnia (is) the
greatest reason for why we should not do this right
now,” said Rep. Patricia Schroeder, D-Colo.
“We are on the brink of war,” agreed Rep. Toby
Roth, R-Wise., citing “the deepening crisis in Bosnia.
In months, weeks or even days, we may be grateful we
have [it] on the books.”
Supporters argued the law forced President Bush to

hold an important congressional debate before sending
troops to the 1991 Persian Gulf War.
Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., who led the effort to
defeat the amendment, exhorted his colleagues not to
“send a signal to the American people we have abdicated our power and give it to the president carte
blanche.” [End quoting.]
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My Fellow Americans:

1D:OFFICEOF

S. 5,

1995
January 4, 1995

0
0

Powers Resolution of 1973 in

entirety (section 2)

provisions added back:
instance” and “reguIarly” while deployment underway (SeCtion 3, old
section 3 of War Powers)

0
deployments (section 4,

of

0

“time
expedited
are
(old sections 5-8 of War Powers, and a post-Chadha reference

0

on placement of U.S. troops under foreign command
for U.N. peacekeeping operations (section 5). Provides for presidential
determination to allow placing troops under foreign command (to address
constitutional concerns>.

0

credit for Defense
spending
6)
requires U.N. assessments be reduced by the amount DOD spent in direct
or indirect support of W.N. peacekeeping activities.

0

Mandatory identification of funding before votes to establish, extend
or expand peacekeeping operations (section 7) improves on current law
which requires only a cost assessment but
Ydeficit voting.”
Section 8 also requires the President to make any determination to waive
the advance notice, and adds penalties from the Anti Deficiency Act to
votes not in accordance with this section.

0

Reqtires notfce that U.S. resource commitments are subject to
Congressional appropriations (section 8), places the UN. on notice that
U.S. cannot commit funds which are not yet appropriated (parallel to
legislation governing international financial institutions)

0

congressional mandate to
assessment tq 25% (section 9), despite United Nations’ plans to add late
fees, penalties, etc.

In Green Bay, Wisconsin, at the Midwestern gathering of Republicans in May 1995, I had planned to end
my speech with an explanation of the historical significance of the way three of our great presidents had
handled the devastating, blood-sucking scourge of a
central banking system. It is critical to our survival as
a great nation that I get his message out to every citizen
across America. It is worthy, 1 think, of your intense
consideration.
Our forefathers came to this land to seek freedom;
freedom from oppression, freedom from direct taxes,
freedom from property taxes that could lead to painful
loss of that property if sold for unpaid taxes; freedom to
keep property that was not subject to taxes, so that they
could own lands, build homes, and keep that property in
the family for generations, with allodial right of ownership once the property was paid for.
Our forefathers established a Constitutional Republic for us that recognized the Sovereign power of the
citizen. This power was from God; a gift that was not
given by any government. But rather, man gave to the
government only certain delegated authority that the
citizens felt could better be handled by a central, federal government for the people, at their direction, and
under their control.
One of those authorities was to the legislative body
to coin money, and set the value thereof.
There was a move made by a group of international
bankers to establish a national bank during President
Jackson’s term. He angrily denounced them, vowed
that there would be no national bank to prey upon the
people, and threw them out of Washington. There were
two attempts made on his life, and some historians have
placed the blame squarely upon the disgruntled bankers. Jackson said he would pay no interest to bankers
on our national currency.
During the Civil War, President Lincoln had need
of emergency money to pay for the war. Foreign
bankers offered to lend him the money at high interest,
but he chose to create the first printed money in the
U.S.A. Because of their color, they were called “greenbacks”. The smaller denominations were called “shin
plasters”. The U.S. Treasury has a supply ofthis money
still, but it is not circulated. It is still lawful money. It
was not created with debt, and no interest was ever paid
on this money. President Lincoln was quoted as saying
about the international bankers: “The money power
preys upon the nation in time of peace, and conspires
against it in times of adversity. It is more despotic than
monarchy, more insolvent than autocracy, more selfish
than bureaucracy. It denounces, as public enemies, all
who question its methods or throw light upon its crimes.”
“I have two great enemies, the Southern Army in
front of me, and the financial institutions in the rear.
Of the two, the one in my rear is my greatest foe.”
President John F. Kennedy took office with many
things on his agenda that were considered liberal. He
expressed real concern for our country, however, in his
inaugural address. By 1962, he determined to change
the monetary system of the United States. Without any
fanfare or announcement, he issued an Executive Order
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that instructed the U.S. Treasury to print our own
The Federal Reserve System has drained trillions
money, which he called “United States Notes”, and of dollars from the U.S. economy and the American
which would not be tied to the Federal Reserve System People. As your next President, I must assure you that
at all. He bypassed the Fed to print debt-free, interest- I would follow the precedent already set by President
free money. This was the same bold, historical move Jackson, President Lincoln, and President Kennedv.
made by President Lincoln one hundred years before. The American people, and I, together will act in conHe announced that he had determined a method by cert to abolish the Federal Reserve System, and take
which he would return America to her People.
over its assets, both here and abroad. We would also
He obviously should have told everyone in the abolish the income tax, the Internal Revenue Service,
country that he was by-passing the Federal Reserve and install a 5% capped Federal Sales Tax to be colSystem, and would no longer allow our own U.S. Cur- lected by the dealers in each state. There would be @
rency to be loaned into circulation by a corrupt system Federal Bureaucracy needed for the collection of the
owned by foreign bankers, where our people were re- Federal Sales Tax.
quired to pay interest on all U.S. money, created out of
We are hereby notifying every person in the United
“thin-air” by the Fed, not by honest labor, but by an States about our intention to dismantle the plavhouse of
illegal cartel of foreign bankers.
the Federal Reserve System, and w.
Every citizen
His failure tqtell the people what he was doing, and must know that the FED is illegal and unconstitutional,
why it was essential to the United States to keep from according to Art. 1, Section 8. Every citizen must know
paying immoral, unconstitutional interest on their own that every recession and depression in the U.S.A. since
money printed by our own Treasury, was the probable 19 13, has been caused by the FED. manipulating the
cause of his assassination in November, 1963.
U.S. money supply, and the rate of interest paid by our
Immediately following President Kennedy’s death, government, and the U.S. taxpayers/citizens.
a directive by President Johnson stopped the printing of
Congress was duped in 1913 into passing the Fedthe United States Notes. President Johnson returned to era1 Reserve Act. The Congressional Record reflects
the policy of borrowing all money into circulation from the feeling during debates that those who voted for it
the clandestine Federal Reserve System.
thought they were breaking up the Wall Street “Money
The Federal Reserve System is + part of our U.S. Trust” by creating the 12 “Branch Offtces” of the
Treasurv, or Federal Government. It is a private corpo- Federal Reserve System. Even casual observation should
rationchartered
by Congress in 1913. It wascreated by have shown Congress that the “Fed” was a lie and a
an unholy alliance between a private banking cartel, sham. If our Congress in 1934, or 1939, or 1995, had
and the Congress who should have all the legal and the sense and guts to stand up to reality for the AmeriConstitutional oversight of the mechanics of coining can people, there should have been a law introduced in
and printing all U.S. Money. The Federal Reserve any and every Congress since 1934 to abolish the FED
System has never been Federal. It has w
had any and take it over.
Reserve. It has never had any operative System. The
Both the Democrats and the Republicans realized
(12) regional Federal Reserve Banks are a sham and a in 1932 that the Federal Reserve had caused the
fraud. The directors have no other authority than to set great Depression in 1929. Both parties had in their
the interest rates charged to banks in their district, but Platform a plan to abolish the Federal Reserve
their every action is subject to review and reversal by System that year. The Republicans had the same
the New York Federal Reserve Bank and, the head of plank in the Platform in 1936. The idea to abolish
the Federal Reserve System is obviously not new. It
the F.R.S., Alan Greenspan.
The Federal Reserve is so patently illegal and is, however, overdue.
Today I must ask every citizen/voter to listen, and
immoral, and so secretive and clandestine that the only
way it can survive is to stay a mystery to the American read, and learn what is eating up all our income taxes,
people. It is so rotten that Henry Ford was prompted to our personal money, and the heart and body of our jobs
say. “If the American people understood what our and economic system. The Federal Reserve System is
monetary system and the-Federal Reserve System were historically and patently totally responsible for the
doing daily to hurt them, I predict there would be a recessions and depressions in our country. Hard work
and ingenuity of the American people are the only
revolution before morning.”
The “Fed” is corrupt and so insidious by nature that things creating real money today. Then the Federal
you must realize it is a license to steal. It is in no way Reserve System siphons off our excess cash flow, and
fair. All of us here assembled could demand that the creates an artificial money shortage. The “Great Lie”
Fed be thrown out, and that we become the “New of all time has been that we must let the FED “lend us
This license to
Citizens Federal Reserve System”. They have had it some more money into circulation”.
long enough. We could, like the “Fed”, create all the steal must be stopped. We will stop it! But you must
money we needed “out of thin-air”, and lend it to the spread this message across the nation, so that every
Government at interest. Thev have no reserves, so we citizen understands why and how the Federal Reserve
would not need any reserves. Thev do not have any, System must be abolished, and its assets recovered by
real, nation-wide system of banks. &would
not need the U.S. Treasury.
Only “Knowledge” will set you free! Only univereven to pretend to create such a farce. We would just
have one central office. bank, such as the Federal Re- sal knowledge of the dangers of the Federal Reserve
serve Bank of New York, where all the power resides. System and its awesome power over money, politicians,
and life and death of those who dare expose them, can
You and I, as citizen bankers, could perform everything
the Fed does without any loss of motion or confidence allow us to follow the brave footsteps of President
The power brokers would Jackson, President Lincoln, and President Kennedy.
in the banking system.
change, and the flow of all the money and profits from These great presidents saw what was wrong with borthe banking business of the American people would rowing our own national currency from an unconstituchange. But this change would still be as illegal and tional foreign cartel of bankers, paying them interest
immoral, and unconstitutional as the current Federal on our own currency we printed, and allowing them to
Reserve System. Therefore, the Federal Reserve Sys- control the amount of money we have in circulation,
tern must be abolished to correct our failing monetary and the interest rate,charged to the government, and to
the people. And not one dollar loaned by the FED was
system.
The Internal Revenue Service is another private created by work,.or labor applied to a raw material to
corporation that is abusive and oppressive, and must be make a product to be sold. All the Federal Reserve
money has been created by them “out of thin air”, under
abolished! How do you know it is a private collection
agency for the Federal Reserve System? Just read its practices (that would have put any of us in jail), for
writing checks for money that was not on deposit in any,
charter, or better yet, notice on all IRS correspondence
there is postage paid, not marked as “Official U.S. FED banking account, and for writing checks on non_ existing accounts. These two practices are exactly what
Business” which would require no postage.

the FED does every time the check is written to lend
money into circulation; illegal for us to do, but a
matter-of-fact reality about the fraudulent operation of
the Federal Reserve banks.
For me and my family to stay alive and survive to be
elected, and inaugurated as President of the United
States, every citizen must become aware and active in
writing letters to editors all over the country, must callin to radio and television talk shows to register complaints about the fraudulent Federal Reserve System
and demand that it be abolished. It must come loud,
long, and clear that all Americans know the fraud is
going on, that it must stop immediately, and that the
People are mad as Hell, and they are NOT-repeat,
NOT-going
to take it any more! ! !
Then they would know they are caught, the jig is
up, the party is over, their lights are going out, and the
lives of those who will carry out this mandate of the
people, would be somewhat safer. The international
thugs who work for the bankers would be identified and
made to know that the people had spoken.
Don’t expect these banking thugs to give up easily.
For the mutual benefit of all the people in America and
their President, courage and determination will win
out. The fraudulent banking system will be thrown out
like President Andrew Jackson did, and a new monetary
system envisioned by President John F. Kennedy will be
installed, without any chaos, just like President Kennedy
did in 1963.
The Vision of President Kennedy of restoring
America to her People will be fulfilled.
It will be
fulfilled by “We The People” in 1996, thirty-three
years after his untimely death. That vision can be real
for every American, young and old, whereby the Peonle
rightfully control their money and (heir destiny. Then,
in memory of President Lincoln, President Jackson,
and President Kennedy, we will resolve to keeD our
sovereifntv over our money and our lives, and never
again allow a bunch of international cheaters and
thieves to gain control of our money system, our Constitutional rights, our God-given freedoms, our fortunes, or our lives.
“Go forth this day”, as President Kennedy said, and
ask (and do) what each citizen must do to take back the
monetary rights stolen from the People by the Federal
Reserve Act of 1913.
May 20, 1995; 11:3OAM
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pouring in are regarding this subject OR the Oklahoma
City bombing-all
of which you deserve to have shared
as well as need for backup. Each needs to be presented
EXACTLY as sent and there is not enough space in a
dozen papers to hold it all-just
pertaining to these
matters.
*** BUCKLE
MAJOR

YOUR
OUAKES

SEAT
BELTS
IMMINENT

***

Gordon-Michael Scallion is an excellent resource
as a probability gauge, readers, but you need to KNOW
WHAT 12 ACTUALLY TAKING PLACE-NOT
JUST
PREDICTIONS. For instance, the next major expected
U.S. domestic quakes will likely hit very close together
in time-span.
The major New Madrid Fault and a
MAJOR quake, not on the San Andreas as central focus,
but in the Palm Springs area, will trigger incredibly
widespread damage.
For instance, there is now a
triangle of fault lines surrounding Palm Springs which
were expected to go month before last. When this
finally happens you can all but kiss Palm Springs
goodbye. The quake will trigger the satellite rifts and
is supposed to take on the Elysian Park fault system
UNDER LOS ANGELES. This will, however, concentrate the major damage to the Southland instead of
ripping off the entire San Andreas.
This has become the war of the Elite. I think you
understand why. Palm Springs is a major Khazarian population center as are the portions of major
intended damage in Los Angles: Hollywood, Beverly
Hills, the downtown hub of CORPORATE BIG BUSINESS and BANKING CENTRAL.
It was not nice
what the stupid Elite just did to Russia, friends, and the
opposition to the Bolshevik tricks are not LOST on the
opposing element of Russian government.
The U.S.
has already been TAKEN OVER by the enemy of freedom-and you see it from the top down, now stopping
at you-the-people who are now awakening.
The point of selected detonations of fault lines is to
do the most extensive damage possible to the Elite and
Big Business Banksters, which will again focus a11
banking into the New York area (which is also intended
to crash down). The ongoing major move, politically,
is to DESTROY JAPAN economically (being now accomplished) and garner all the “stuff” in the “Americas”. Worse for you-the-people, however, is that the
Russian Cosmosphere fleet (the strongest space operation attached to your globe, as in “POWER”) are against
the Bolshevik Khazarian Zionists. I don’t even speak
of morality, God or Nations. The resources in those
machines can make or break fault lines set forth by the
New World Order and have done so! When the Palm
Springs disaster hits it will be above 10 in magnitude
and devastate the entire area, while also causing totally
incredible devastation in the L.A. area due to the
underlying array of criss-crossed fault lines.
Along the New Madrid the damage will be as great
as in the West and all input has it that the major
passages over the mighty rivers will be “blown”. The
very core of your globe is shifting totally and the
consequences of that shifting will be a mammoth impact to ALL places. Water levels in the oceans are
rising-but
not for the popular reasons suggested, by
melting ice caps, for ice takes more space than does
water while water seeks the lowest portions of land
upon which to flow. The rising sea-beds and tilting orb
are together rearranging land masses. After all, ob-

servers, SOMETHING CHANGED AND CREATED
THE MOUNTAINS, OCEAN BEDS AND OTHER
MAJOR TOPOGRAPHICAL MASSES-SOMETIME,
SOMEWHERE!
This all needs to be discussed, but you need to
continue your understanding of WHO and WHY these
things are happening which are controlled by mannever mind GOD. Nature may well take over, as in
“PHYSICS”, ONCE THE MOVEMENT AND SHIFTING IS UNDER WAY-BUT GOD DOESN’T SIMPLY
ZAP FOR THE HECK OF MAKING YOU MISERABLE.
YOUR BIG SHOTS SIT ATOP A MOUNTAIN IN
SWITZERLAND TODAY (BEGINNING THE FORMAL SITTING OF BILDERBERGERS) DECIDING
YOUR FATE. HOWEVER, IN THAT SAME DECISION-MAKING PROCESS-THEY
HAVE TO CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES OF WHICH “I” COMPRISE
ONE. THOSE COSMOSPHERES COMPRISE ANOTHER.
Therefore, I feel it necessary to continue to allow
you to see WHO are these players in the game of
“getcher stuff and getcher lives”. YOU continue to try
to reason with GOVERNMENT. Well “government” is
NOTHING-it
is only a mind-game. PEOPLE RUN
GOVERNMENT AND PRESENTLY IT IS NOT “WETHE-PEOPLE”.
OF

LIVING
STAYING

ON EDGE
AFLOAT

regarding our publication: Who do they think pays the
bills? Who do YOU think pays the bills? So be it.
I intend to run this document in point for it fits
within the verv subject material we now are presentink
from, by the way, David Emerson GuMad< (D.E.G.)
who has now given written information and permission
to use his name. We have no address for him, so please
do not ask. He is not a regular reader or “taker” of
so he is unaware of our problems of operation. He suggests, in good humor, that we need a
“proofreader” at the main “headquarters” of the paper.
There IS NO main anything for
much the
less headquarters and/or people, much, much the less
Further, on any given day our tiny
“proofreaders”.
crew (count them on one hand) receive at least ten
documents (longer than Mr. GuMaer’s).
Indeed, I
grant you one statement made by the critics of CON“THEY CAN’T BE WHAT THEY CLAIM TO
BE BECAUSE TWO OR THREE PEOPLE COULD
NOT DO ALL THE WORK.” Ah so, and just who do we
CLAIM to be? But, the research and contributions are
DONE BY yoU-YOU
who share, wait patiently and
make it possible to print “one more paper”. Will this
get to print? Yes, because we can print one more
SMALL paper-and
then it’s pretty much over unless
we pick up some major help-for
loan interest payments are past due and owing.
We have some now apologizing for turning their
support to Ronn Jackson and allowing us to sink. So be
it-readers
do that which they feel necessary.
We
aren’t so glamorous, I believe, or as exciting or, most
certainly, not as colorful. I find it rather amusing,
however, as there is hardly anything around as interesting or colorful as our presence. God, however, does
NOT manifest money upon your heads-for your support is a major show of INTENT as to what you will
become: again a nation or simply lost into history. If
the Antichrist has his way-you
will certainly BE
FOREVER LOST IN HISTORICAL RECOGNITION.
With all this in mind I need to give you a rundown
of my own intentions: (1) offer a paper by David C.
Grossack, Esquire; and (2)
Foreword
for the Japanese translation, by Eustace Mullins. This
is all Dharma can handle. She has some grandchildren
graduating from high school (having moved from the
cradle to graduation while she wrote for me and she
didn’t notice them being grown) and she tells me she is
going to be at the services “come Hell or high-water”.
Well, readers, at least my crew has quit asking for a day
off or a vacation!

All we intend to do about this is to continue, as long
as we can do so, to share with you-truth
of your
circumstances and present the players. And yet, I sit in
an interesting position while we receive a document of
cross-complaint from a “Jewish” attorney (Esquire [title
of nobility]) via the FAX network with demand that we
run it for “equal hearing”. As a paper, we shall do so.
I have no objection to having “equal hearing”; it is good
journalism and we offer freedom of speech. I just wish
these DEMANDERS would send along the cost of
offering their product. We do not have the problem
with truly “in service for freedom” DEMANDS. There
seems to be a great misunderstanding from “strangers” worn

a

a
“a

June 3,199s: The bombing in Oklahoma City was a direct result of the action of the federal government.
The government must create civil discord and make you believe problems exist, when in reality those
problems are mostly imaginary. Government needs to propagate and justify its existence, and you are being
misled and conned! ! In the instance of Oklahoma City, many of your fellow Americans lost their lives. Make
no mistake, government’s next move will be larger in scope and they will continue to commit these atrocities
until they convince you government is the answer and solution to every problem.
The interview with
was held on 6/l/95. The staff asked many questions and if the integrity
of what I said remains intact and is telecast in context, then the awakening process of this country will be
in full progress. I do not trust our tyrannical government and, as of this date, the show will be aired on 61
20/95.
fellow Americans, in this interview, I publicly stated that I and most Americans were much more
intelligent than the President of the United States, and that if Bill Clinton continues to talk as he is doing
now, we will have the first President of the United States ever charged under
3
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By the way, I belie&ALL OF YOU READERS will
be reminded, as you watched as Jim Guy Tucker; Governor of Arkansas, was indicted for felony criminal activities, that he CHOSE his path-and cursed US and
defied GOD. Good. Let us see how the other dominoes
fall in Arkansas. Note they aren’t being charged for
blowing up buildings and murdering people-just
can’t
believe it, can you America? Well, as for Little Jimmy
‘Guy-his
liver is worse than your favorite baseball
player’s and, without a transplant and under the pressure of stress applied NOW, I wonder if he can make it
to prosecution. Of course, before he will be allowed to
testify, I’m sure the suiciding will start up again in a
real hurry. These rats jumping .ship will tell all they
know to stop the hanging of themselves. Jimmy Guy is/
was a real close operating buddy of Hill Billy. The
FARCE in Washington is bilious to say the very least.
Indeed, readers, what is there in Washington D.C. that
you-the-people need or can even use if freedom is your
goal? LET IT Go! f IT..IS TOO LATE TO SALVAGE
ANYTHING FROM WASHINGTON D.C.! IF THERE
ARE LEADERS WHO WOULD HAVE LONGING,FOR
FREEDOM-LET
THEM JOIN
Your enemy of freedom and of nation of “we-thepeople” works in OPPOSITES. Everything they profess to you is in exact opposition to that which they
intend and DO. You will notice a good example
presented right here in the next document-right
from
the first choices of actually printing the document.
There was a demand for printing but it goes right on to
state that it is publicized by
grams (A Jewish league which indicates “non-justice”
of any kind because we all know from prior documentation that it is NOT FOR “JUSTICE”). Then, the title
of the article “Patriotism
of
tells the next
intent and ridicule of you Readers. And lastly, with
demand for press in mind, the next writing on the
document reads: “Common Law Copyright 1994. Ail
Rights Reserved.” This document has been on every
FAX network line and now ends up in front of me. The
assumption, I suppose, is that we will somehow blunder. Certainly the last thing this group wants IS ME
OFFERING
THIS DOCUMENT
TO YOU-THEPEOPLE WITH MY COMMENTS. SO, SO,1 WON’T
MAKEMANY COMMENTS! WE GIVEFULL CREDIT
AND EQUAL TIME AND SPACE TO ATTORNEY
GROSSACK AS A MATTER OF GOOD PRESS JOURNALISM. JUST REMEMBER THE PLOY OF “OPPOSITES” AS TAUGHT IN THE PROTOCOLSAND
MUD.

mate enemy. Many apparently think that as a Jew I am
in some evil cult that dominates the federal governmen:, that serves Israel first, that controls Congress,
that is devoted to the international banking interests
that control the media, ad nauseam. How can I ever
prove that this mythology, recklessly asserted in otherwise patriotic literature, (especially the
is an outrageous libel on good citizens when people
irrationally choose to believe the most preposterous
insinuations about all Jews being inherently wicked.
The myths are so absurd and the lies are so vicious that
there appears to be no limit to the gullibility of the
naive or otherwise confused people who chose to believe in a “Jewish con-spiracy” and the myths about a
Jewish “race”.
The myths are so prevalent in rightwing circles
throughout the United States that not only are innocent
people being defamed and placed in the danger of
suffering violent attacks or discrimination, but also the
movements for individual liberty and constitutional
freedoms are being deprived of the help of talented and
educated people who, seeing how crazy and hateful one
side sounds, are going to go over to the side that does
not overtly say bad things about them.
The myths I am writing about are so silly that too
many Jews just laugh rather than respond.
This is one Jew that will neither cease opposing of
(sic) violations of constitutional rights nor tolerate
bigotry against any group. One myth is that the Jews
are in control of the federal bureaucracy. This is simply
false. If I were to reveal in this essay that all Jews
receive a special letter of exemption from paying taxes
from the IRS, sadly a number of people would believe
me. [H: believe you!] Of course this is not the case.
We pay taxes and complain about it like everybody else.
We get harassed by bureaucrats like everybody else, in
fact possibly more so.
If we were manipulating Congress to the advantage
of Israel, the Middle East crisis would be over, Israel
would be in such a strong position she would never be
negotiating with the PLO. But she is,

Consider this fact: There is a party in Israel that
does not want aid from the United States. They believe,
correctly, the U.S. aid is used to control the country and
make it dependent on Washington which then dictates
policy, i.e., concessions to Arab terrorists. This group
has never been in power, but its analysis appears to be
on target. If it were Israel’s choice, no U.S. weapons
would be sold to Arab countries.
They are. U.S.
multinational corporations arm both sides for profit
[QUOTING:]
and American and U.N. diplomacy exacerbates the
conflict.
If Jews “owned” Congress no concessions
CONSTITUTIONAL
BUSINESS
would be made in Judea and Samaria (the West Bank).
Published by CITIZENS’ JUSTICE PROGRAMS
They are being made.
Post Office Box 90, Hull, Massachusetts 02045
If Jews were in charge, the U.S. embassy would be
Jerusalem. It isn’t. It’s in Tel-Aviv along with other
PATRIOTISM
OF FOOLS
embassies that do not recognize Israel’s Biblical claim
by David C. Grossack, Esquire
to Jerusalem.
Common Law Copyright 1994
If Jews were in charge, Jonathan Pollard would be
All Rights Reserved
a free man. He isn’t. He served nine years thus far for
.”
warning Israel about Saddam Hussein’s chemical weapThe crisis facing the United States is so broad, so * ons because the Navy wouldn’t. And Clinton is the
severe and so dangerous that the last thing that is third president to refuse to pardon him or commute his
needed is for a
group of men and women to sentence. This is Jewish control over federal governattribute the problems America has
a
ment? Jonathan Pollard remains in prison sentenced by
a BLACK Judge
about alleged Israeli ties to
South Africa.
For a number of years, in fact most of my life, I have
A lot is written about Demjanjuk in the
been a determined libertarian and advocate of constitu- He may or may not have committed atrocities in World
tional government. My entire professional
as a War II death camps. Yes, camps did exist. Unlike the
lawyer has been consumed in court, fighting various
which makes money off of feeding on the
bureaucracies.
I
at the abuses of frustrations and fear of its readers, I have known many
governmental power which are rampant throughout our Holocaust survivors and their families.
I know the
land and yet there is a very sad fact and reality that I trauma they endure, the problems of their children, and
must cope with.
see the numbers tattooed on their arms. I know U.S.
Because I am a Jew many of the people who would soldiers, of non-Jewish background, who visited the

the Nazi
concentration camps. Holocaust denial is about as an
obscene an act as can be committed.
Now even the Birch Society is supporting
Demjanjuk.
But it will never stand up for Pollard,
despite the futile attempts of its very few Jewish members to secure JBS support for him.
Another favorite
of the Jew baiters is the
The
is the Jewish equivalent of the Corpus
Juris. It is an encyclopedia of law blended with folklore. It contains the points of legal reasoning by the
rabbis of the Jewish exile in Babylonia in the 4th
century, A.D.
The
advanced such principles as
who was raised as a Jew, studied
and
not to mention
several Supreme Court justices such as
REN and
any

am
Any

bookstore

will sell a
to anybody
one. They are available in English
and Hebrew. (Because it is 18 volumes, it is fairly
but it is
good reading.)
Then there is the widely disseminated belief that
Jews have no claim to the land if [of??] Israel, that
Danes,
Saxons, the Dutch, the Scottish, etc., are
the true Israelites, that we Jews are impostors, children
of the devil, the synagogue of Satan, the tormentors of
Jesus-who must be damned, persecuted and destroyed.
Some “British Israel” Identity Churches advance this
view. People will often believe that which they are
naturally
to believe, even though Jews
have lived in the land of Israel
continuously for
3600
The rabbinate in Israel today confronts the
challenge of who is a Jew, especially in the light of
demands by literally hundreds of thousands of potential
new immigrants who claim to be lost tribes of Israel,
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and potentially entitled to Israeli citizenship.
In Jerusalem, institutes have been created to analyze various customs, linguistic patterns, historical
records, and other data to determine bloodlines, worship practices and ethnology to see who is entitled to
claim Israeli citizenship (on the basis of either being an
ethnic Jew or an adherent to Judaism) among ethnic
groups the world over. After decades of debate, Ethiopian Jews were granted this recognition. At this point
in time, it appears likely that the Pathans of Afghanistan might be formally acknowledged to be the lost
tribes of Israel, although claims are coming from India,
Burma, West Africa, and Latin America. Can anybody
establish that Anglo Saxons are the lost tribes? Clearly,
if evidence were presented to the Chief Rabbinate in
Israel to this effect, a hearing would be held, an investigation would be made, and an intellectually honest
opinion would be forthcoming.

a

“You as a people gave oath and contract to
your children and their children that you have
%ndhold a
and hold a lamp of freedom
[END OF QUOTING]
by Eustace Mullins

and

guidance to all the world to light the path
to sovereignty of ‘man’and freedom to the
oppressed. You have lied, cheated and brought
down the light into extinction and the world
now calls the U.S.-HATONN

[QUOTING: J
WHO

RULES?

The great conundrum of the world today is “Who
rules?” Nations have highly visible and well-publicized ruling personalities, who may have been elected,
or who have seized power by force, or who were given
office as the result of conspiracy. These leaders are
secretly chosen by an international group which I have
termed “The World Order”. When my history of this
People who can prove that they are of the lost tribes cabal was first published in 1984,
by Eustace Mullins, it received very little attenwould legally be entitled to a claim to Israeli citizenship under the Law of Return. But even if such claims tion. Not until 1990, when President George Bush went
were established, would that justify the fanatical hatred on television to explain his “New World Order” did my
exhibited towards Jews by some Identity Churches? book elicit attention. It promptly sold out, and I then
The calls for genocide? The ridiculous accusations of published an updated and greatly expanded second
ritual murder, political conspiracy, financial control, edition.
domination of the United Nations, Federal Reserve,
etc.?
The allegation that Jews control the federal govWhat is the program of the conspirators of the
ernment is one which might be made as long as the
Earth revolves around the sum [sun??], simply because World Order? Who are its members? These questions
are not difficult to answer once the inquirer acknowlsome Jews are present in the federal government.
edges that there really is a World Order, and that it is
65
We now know that it exists,
But the claim of some that “ZIP” code means a functioning entity.
Zionist in Power is one that is especially cute... and not because its members have grown so arrogant that they
daily flaunt their power before a helpless public. They
without some irony.
I remember a debate in the Jewish community over no longer fear exposure. The World Order elite are an
a stamp issued to honor Martin Luther, who was the oligarchy, perpetuated by birth. They are known to
first German to advocate burning Jews, and who history as the Canaanites, the descendants of a wayauthored a book entitled
ward son of Noah named Canaan, who, as chronicled in
9:24-27, was cursed by God. He and all of his
and who is stained with much Jewish blood.
Certainly no federal government controlled by Jews descendants were condemned to live in servitude forof
by Eustace Mullins,
would promote a stamp to honor Martin Luther. In fact, ever. (See
although Christmas stamps had been issued, none have Revelation Books, 1987.) But there are no Canaanites
been issued to commemorate Chanukah.
today. What happened to them?
For years the hate groups alleged Jewish control
IKHAZARIANl
PHOENICIANS
over the USSR while Jews could not leave that nation
but Jews controlled the
We find the answer in
and
Christ,
while that nation was arming Syria and Egypt. THE and nowhere else. In the twelfth century
INCONSISTENCY DID NOT MATTER, THE REAL the Canaanites changed their name. They became
known as the
A scholar seeking information on the Canaanites would conclude that they disappeared three thousand years ago. Throughout their history, this people
has been adept at camouflage, living among peoples
I can’t begin to describe the pain and anguish felt who hated them because of their criminal activities,
by innocent, good citizens of the Jewish faith who frequently changing their names and residences to
suffer from the lies and distortions circulated by mali- escape punishment for their crimes.
Canaan bitterly resented his life of servitude, and
cious or ignorant groups and publications.
This hatemongering must cease. It only serves to he plotted his revenge. On his deathbed, he called his
harass the wrong people and neutralize the battle against sons to him, and instructed them how to resist their
the real problem, rampant, predatory bureaucracy and fate. These instructions, now known as the Will of
the erosion of everybody’s civil rights in the New Canaan, have been the secret program ofthe Canaanites,
World Order.
the Untermensch
for the past live thousand years. “Five things
did Canaan charge his sons: love one another, love
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robbery, love lewdness, always hate your masters, and
never tell the truth.”
The Will of Canaan not only introduced an extremely pernicious doctrine of rebellion throughout the
world. it also introduced the element of hatred as the
controlling motivation behind all the activities of the
Canaanites. This doctrine explains why the minions of
the World Order always denounce their opponents as
“hatemongers”, or persons who are “twisted by hate”.
This is an ancient
of denouncing your opponent
who is
it is the perfect cover-up. The accusation of “hate” is very difficult to answer. You may
insist that you don’t hate anyone, but no one will listen.
The smear renders you ineffective in countering the
sinister work of The World Order.
By instructiug his sons to “love one another”,
Canaan

force their victims to openly embrace their lies. Their
minions must publicly acknowledge that the Canaanite
lies are actually the only truth.
During the nineteenth century, because of the success of their mechanism of the central bank, which gave
them the power to loot and enslave all the peoples of the
Earth, the Canaanites rapidly burgeoned as a world
power, replacing the ancient aristocracies which had
ruled for thousands of years. In earlier centuries, they
had marked their rise to power by publicly executing
the King of England, Charles I and King Louis of
France. The Canaanites realized that they needed a
more detailed program to delegate their enormous power.
This program, developed at the World Zionist Convention at Basel, Switzerland, was circulated as
All
Canaanites knew that they must never deviate from
these modernized Commandments of Canaan. Whether
by intent or by accident, the
were widely
their fellow-Canaanites.
circulated as the explanation for the outbreak of the
They are charged
with a bitter, First World War. It was necessary for the Canaanites
which was done in a celeundying passion, particularly “their masters”. Here to
again, hatred is revealed as the controlling motivation
brated
The further commandments of
of the Canaanites.
Canaan include “Love robbery”. They must choose
After the Great Depression which the Canaanites
stealing over honest labor, and they can prize anything
which they obtain by theft. “Love lewdness,” com- engineered through their cooperating central banks,
manded Canaan, meaning any form of sexual degen- openly anti-Canaanite governments sprang up in Italy,
eracy. The effects of this commandment have never Germany and Japan. The Canaanites sought to destroy
been more obvious than today. This commandment was their enemies by declaring a Holy War against them,
enshrined in the very practice of the Canaanite reli- which was known as the Second World War. They won
gion, the Cult of Baal, whose temples were celebrated
this war because of their massive production capabiliworldwide as houses of prostitution. Today, the world ties, and they then tried and executed the leaders of the
is flooded with Canaanite filth, an all-encompassing
opposition for “war crimes”. A war crime is an offense
The
tide of publications which celebrate every imaginable
committed by the losers against the winners.
type of lewdness. The final commandment of Canaan, victors claimed that many millions of Jews, as the
“never tell the truth” has also affected every aspect of Canaanites were now known, had been massacred durmodern life. Not onlv must the Canaanites never tell ing these hostilities. These alleged victims were methe truth; they also use the power of the World Order to morialized by “the Holocaust”. -

TWO

CRITERIA

The Canaanites now had two criteria by which they
could choose their political stooges. Not only must
these stooges agree whole-heartedly with every precept
of the commandments of the Will of Canaan; they must
also proclaim their allegiance to the Canaanites by
fervently denouncing the
of
as “forgeries”, and they must swear that the alleged massacre of
the Jews during the Second World War, the Holocaust,
actually occurred. They must also swear undying fealty
[loyalty] to the Jewish political State of Israel. Their
public acknowledgment of these stories also upheld
their commitment to the final commandment of Canaan,

the

which

that

Jewish
while YOU have to tell
and,
a

the

a

JAPAN
Because the nation of Japan remains one of the few
racially cohesive communities in the world today, the
Canaanite World Order has selected
Japan is the
target of
President Clinton has formally inaugurated the
Third World War Target, Japan-bashing, as the principle goal of his Administration.
Although previous
administrations had named as many as fifty per cent of
their officials from the ranks of Canaanite Jews, Clinton
reached a new high, naming

partid

5/l /94 (2);5/8/94(2)

Mother’s

Day;

5/l 4/94(3);

S/29/94(2);

These fanatical Zionists include many notorious
sexual perverts, carrying out Canaan’s command to
love lechery.
During recent decades, the enormous sums of money
generated by the postwar productivity of the Japanese
people has excited the greed of the Canaanite Jews.
Japanese firms were cajoled into investing billions of
dollars into such questionable operations as the Jewishcontrolled Hollywood movie studios. After these investments had been made, the Jews took the money of the
Japanese and spent it lavishly, with no result but billions of dollars in losses for the hapless Japanese
The
recently headlined
investors.
another financial coup of the World Order, with the
Japanese as victims,
a

The story, written by Allan Sloan, the
Wall Street editor of Newsweek, exposes the hocus
pocus through which the Rockefellers (identified as a
Jewish family in Stephen Birmingham’s best seller,
80
interest in their fabled
Manhattan Rockefeller Center complex, to Mitsubishi
for $1.37 billion in 1989. Sloan says that the Japanese
vastly overpaid. Now Mitsubishi has put the debt-laden
complex into bankruptcy. However, Sloan reveals that
the Rockefellers, a prominent World Order family,
have realized
profit
19851
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article is the ultimate
politically
correct
put-down,
“Holofarms around
In dealing
denier”,
with the international cabal of
which apparently
the World Order, Japanese incarries
with it a
vestors have been swindled out
death sentence withof many billions of dollars in
out appeal. I appear
what seemed to be legitimate
on radio and TV talk
business investments. The clever
shows and lecture
Canaanites have been adept for
throughout
the
A Collection of Research Articles which appeared
centuries in selling properties for
United States and
in the weekly
and
Newspapers
many times their value, and then
abroad, and I doubt
under
the
heading
of
from
forcing the unlucky buyers into
if you
7128192 through 4127193.
bankruptcy.
It’s called: Sell
who
high, and buy back cheaply.
has ever
There are many documents
mention the HoloVOLUME I
coming to light which reveal how
caust.
This itself
BY NORA BOYLES
Japan has been targeted as a vicmay qualify as “detim by the powers of the World
nial”. I don’t menOrderbymailorphone:
credit cardphone ordersto l-800-800-5565
(Ma.stercard,VISA, Discover);
Order. Long hidden documents
tion the Holocaust
Mail orders to Phoenix Source Distributors,
Inc., P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, Nevada 89126.
expose the plot to massacre the
because (gasp) it is a
Please
send
$6.00
plus
$2.50
for
shipping
86
handling;
Nevada residents, please add 7% sales tax.
Japanese people by staging the
nonissue and I only
horrific slaughters of noncomhave time to discuss
batants during the Second World
serious
matters.
War, the atomic bombings of the cities of Hiroshima traced to Mossad, the ubiquitous Israeli Intelligence
Nowhere in the world today is there any possibility that
and Nagasaki. Many years ago, I had fixed the blame Agency, a past master of terrorist acts, which uses 6 million Jews are about to be burned or gassed,
for these atrocities on a leading World Order manipu- unlimited United States government funds to recruit its despite ongoing hysteria about same. The attempt to
later named
a chemist who was stooges for terrorist acts anywhere in the world.
force the entire civilized world to become a Wailing
president of Harvard University. In official court docuWall for the Holocaust represents an essential morbidBANKSTERS
ments, I had termed Conant “the greatest war criminal
ity of Jewish psyche, a cult of death, which no psychiaof the Second World War”, a statement which has never
trist cares to discuss. Why do the Jews refuse to discuss
been challenged by anyone.
Respect for one’s government was an important the fact that Stalin killed more Jews than Hitler?
a
The
magazine quotes from recently de- aspect of civilized life until the Enlightenment,
Thank you for spelling my name right. If you find
classified minutes of the government Interim Commit- Canaanite operation which resulted in the beheading of that this letter contains more information than you care
tee of May 31, 1945, in its issue of May 15, 1945 [?I; King Louis of France. The aristocracy was replaced by to print, have no fear. It will receive a very wide
“At the suggestion of Harvard president and federal the most active criminal elements of the Canaanites,
circulation.
Mullins.
science administrator, James B. Conant, the Secretary who live by the commandment of Canaan to “love
of War, Henry Stimson, agreed that the most desirable robbery”. The central bank mechanism created huge
[END OF QUOTING]
target would be a war plant, employing a large number new fortunes for the Canaanite Jews, who used this
I believe we are out of time for this writing. Thank
of workers and closely surrounded by workers’ houses.” newly gotten wealth to purchase castles and to marry
but that
comments that “Stripped of polite euphemisms, into the aristocracy, creating a new class which became you for your attention. Who knows, save
It was shortly after the we are “out of time” for everything! Salu.
these ,minutes make clear the&ten&n
of killing work- known as
ers, their wives and children, all of whom were non- introduction of this black nobility into the government
of France that the philosopher Proudhon issued his
combatants. ThatwaspartofthebarbarismofWorldWarn.”
goes on to point out that “Hiroshima was famous dictum, “All government is a crime.” In realnot a military target. Most residents were noncom- ity, government can never be a crime. It is a necessary
batants, as U.S. military planners and their civilian part of civilized life. However, a government of World
leaders correctly anticipated in targeting Hiroshima for Order criminals is a crime, and this is what all peoples
the atomic bomb. A major purpose of dropping the have to contend with today, the international cabal of
bomb was to kill enemy noncombatants massively, and criminals which goes by the name of “the World Order”.
thereby to terrorize the living.”
[END OF QUOTING]
Here we see the strategy of the World Order as it
really is, relying ultimately on raw terrorism-inhuWe are so overspaced here as to document length
man, dedicated to mass murder, with its Canaanite
Jews sneering at the rest of the world as subhuman that I won’t offer all of the documentatioriand-public
animals unworthy of any consideration.
They always outcry against one Eustace Mullins. I will, however,
attempt to cover up their atrocities by invoking the give you a look at what Eustace wrote in response to
myth of government; however, where there is crime, “EXCHANGE”, an “op ed” section in the June 5, 1995
there can be no government, because the purpose of edition of
government is to protect us against crime. Instead of
[QUOTING:]
government, we now have a World Order which is
dedicated to enslaving all the people of the world, in
PUMPING
UP THE
VOLUME
to escape their historic role as slaves themselves!
They wish to homogenize all peoples into a single mass
Although I am impressed by the fact
entity for purposes of control, people whose lives will
that you have suddenly discovered my work after some
Ifi the wake of what seems to be a typical govern- fifty yeais, I find that Marc Cooper’s
$15.00,
the
a
the
The titles credited to me in thi9 article,
and
bleats, “How can anyone hate their government?” The
apparently exist only in-the fevered mind
hate “his”
please write to:
of
a
a
who
He
will
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happening
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SergeMonastNeedsHelp!

CommonPlight Of Truth Bringer
[QUOTING:]
CANADIAN

SERGE
MONAST
INVESTIGATIVE
JOURNALIST

I feel that I should give some attention to a brother
from Canada who is in the spotlight right now and
about ready to fold. Chelas, there is only so much a
Fool or a Patriot can do. We are in no way able to help
anyone save by mentioning the work and what that
person has available, to you.
66-67
the 519195 CONTACTfor a
Serge s Intelligence
Reports,
own
We aren’t going to have
space to run very much for anyone, including selves, for
awhile, as we have to bare-bones it ourselves until we
can get backup troops. Mr. Martin and Mr. Dixon will
be returning today from the Common Law Grand Jury
in Wichita via Jean, Nevada and hopefully, a visit with
Mr. Jackson.
Perhaps following that we will have
better vision about what is planned for his release.
We were all quite disappointed to find that at the
Grand Jury (where a jury was assembled to actually
present the “real thing” over this past weekend) the
Foreman turned out to be one of the lead players in the,
me a form and $300 EACH and we will file for
money back and land back, that has been paid to or
taken by, government.” I told you it was a rip-off then
and I have not changed my mind. Why? Because
nobody is going to honor any “old gold certificates” as
the nation now stands (or lays, as the case now is). It
is like trying to get
$300
you so-called

May/June 1995

INTERNATIONAL
FREE PRESS
“ALERT
REPORT”
(P.O.B. 359, Mansonville, Que. JOE 1X0, Canada.)
Remember our last February Special Intelligence
Press Report when we stated that an unknown source
reported to us this: “Undercover Military are about to
strike out at all Patriotic and Opposition Groups in the
U.S.“? According to the unknown source of us, the
Showdown was to break out at 04:OO a.m. on March the
25th, 1995. BUT that
as called then,

a

to be organized in such a way that, in front of the whole U.S. and
world population,

That same unknown source, who said to us, by phone,
to have obtained this information from a diplomaticdid not want to reveal
his name and neither the identification of his Washington source.
a

During the same period of time, the F.B.I. has
contacted the Canadian Federal Police about the International Free Press in Canada, whom they contacted
us about in the third week of February. It is after their
visit that I decided to move all of our Journalistic
Documents into an unknown place in order to protect
all of our Investigative Reports that I was working on.
NOW FIGURE OUT THIS:
any

a

Now back to Serge Monast and his troubles and
offerings. He simply asks that we run a couple of pages
of material and we will do so if space permits. Actually
it is worthy even if space is short because it covers
current events. It is that when one gains reputation of
publishing some big secrets, other people make sure
information flows to that party, as it flows into and
through here. We offer it as it comes and sometimes,
yes, it is a set-up but mostly it is truth, as with the Blue
Beam Project. Often the PLANS are altered by necessity because somebody gets out the word and spoils the
ability of the Elite to pull off their deeds on time, as
with Blue Beam. Mostly they just alter the dates or
bring into operation alternate plans. However, the fact
that the Bilderbergers S? ATE that the PLAN 2000 is
NOW off (delayed) by two years to PLAN 2002, tells
you that some things have been thwarted-like
Blue
Beam. THESE MONAST OFFERINGS ARE WORTHY OF GREAT ATTENTION:

a

Give me
the name of just one person who would have been able
to keep one’s promise in such a dramatic situation. DO
YOU NOW UNDERSTAND WHY I NEED SOME HELP
FROM EACH OF YOU? We are not just some kind of
bookstore where it’s possible to obtain something the
same day it has been ordered. I’d like it to be that easy
way, but this is not the case, especially with all the kind
of investigations I am working on. Right now I barely
eat one meal a day. I cannot afford more. I am
exhausted, but I keep working seven days a week with
a family to look after, AND I AM NOT DOING THAT
WORK TO MAKE MYSELF A NAME OR A WEALTH!
So please, be patient and ask yourself
have
in a similar case.
situation-all
orders will be
donations to survive and, for each $5 U.S. donation, a
report will be sent.

THE

“PROTOCOL

OF TORONTO:

6 6 6”

Have you ever heard of an “elitist” group composed
of the most influential of the International Finance
throughout the world, and who call themselves: “The 6
66”?
Did you know that that “special group” held two
major SECRET meetings, one at the end of June 1967
and the other one also at the end of June, in 1985 at
Toronto (Canada)?
The first meeting was called “Panem Et Circenses”
[which means: Bread and Games for all] and was
intended to be the “GENOCIDE of the vital for the
profit of the profitable OCCULT”. Their financial
means to achieve their objective was to use the international humanitarian aid in order to finance their own
multinationals for the next twenty-five years. The
second meeting was called “The RED DAWN” and was
intended to be the “Establishment of the World Occult”. Their financial means for the period of time
which has to reach its paroxysm by 1999 was to achieve
their full global control over the “International Monetary Fund” and the “World Bank”, the “United Nations” and “NATO”, the “G.A.T.T.” and all “NAFTA”
treaties, the “Brussels Commission” and other “International organisms”.
Myth or reality? Hard to say but absolutely not
impossible when you become conscious of the 90m.
Audio tape and its “TOP CONFIDENTIAL SPECIAL
REPORT” which disclose the full inside story of what
can now be called: “The Conspiracy of the Century”!
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Good News!
FromMichaelMaholy

as well as see truth for they have skewed the

Dear Rick,
June 5, 1995
I would like to personally thank you and all of the readers who have expressed their best wishes and deep
This report cannot be released before September concern pertaining to my well-being over the recent weeks. It was through the direct efforts of all of you that
1995. Too much dangerous!
the B.O.P. [Bureau ofPrisons] and D.O.J.
personnel involved stepped forward and
to
this
realized that all of you were monitoring this critical situation carefully and, in fact, let no harm come to me.
1995,
with
To help explain this incident to all of you better, I will take you back to the beginning. It all started when
the
a repeat career felon named Norman Wright was called to the office on Sunday, May 7, 1995, in regard to a
The 90m. Audio Tape and its “Top Confidential
complaint to the Lt. that he was suspected of an alleged escape attempt. After receiving this news, Wright
Special Report”: $20. U.S. (S & H included), can be approached me and accused me of telling this to the officials. I told him that this was not true and that I had
reserved at the above address. All checks or money no knowledge of this at all. Wright then told me that it did not make a difference whether I did or did not tell,
orders to the name of Serge Monast. Thank you.
that he was going to tell the Lt. that I also planned to escape with him and that, if he got transferred, I also would
*All Tapes with the Report will be sent at the same be shipped.time, in September ‘95.
With this statement from Wright, I had no
choice but to relay what he had told me to the
officer in charge. That way, I would be covered as
to any implication of involvement to any of this.
NASA: THE BLUE BEAM PROJECT, 90m. Audio Wright was then picked up and taken away to the
Tape, $15 U.S. (available now).
hole-or as it is properly known, Administrative
THE UNITED NATIONS CULT INTELLIGENCE
Detention, Hold-over. Wright remained there for
WORLD POLICY, 90m. Audio Tape, $15 U.S. (avail- just two days and had told the officials more lies,
able now).
resulting in them coming and throwing me in AD/
$5 U.S. (also now available).
HO.
THE VATICAN PLOT AGAINST CHRISTIANITY
In order to save you from the very unpleasant,
THROUGH AN ANTI-POPE, 90m. Audio Tape, $15 inhumane conditions that I was subjected to, I will
U.S. (available now).
cut to the chase here and eliminate much printing
$5 U.S. (also available now). [H:
space in the
space that could be used
for much more important articles. I will, however,
a
tell you that in all the places on this Earth that I
I, $16 U.S. (available now).
have ever been, and all the capers, missions, and
THE U.N. VACCINES CONSPIRACY, 90m Audio covert operations I have participated in, the AD/
HO unit of the infamous Leavenworth Federal
Tape, $15 U.S. (available early June ‘95).
VACCINE, MILITARY EXPERIMENTAL MEDI- Prison was the worst place I have ever been or
CINE & LIQUID CRYSTALS, 90m. Audio Tape, $15 experienced.
I was also accused of Subversive Actions against
U.S. (available early June).
NASA GLOBAL PROJECT TERRA 2000, 110 the government, due to some reading material I
pages FULL UNTOLD REPORT, $12. U.S. (available had in my locker. This was a rumor started by a
new guard and could not be left uninvestigated by
now).
I HAD
DREAM-GOD’S
GIVEN VISION OF the authorities. Word of this had spread through l!k
THE ANTICHRIST TAKEOVER, $4 U.S. (available
now). the prison like wildfire, and I was actually some
UNITED CONCENTRATION CAMP BOOK III. type of local hero among much of the prison population, and will be probably for some time to come. It was in
(The Concentration Camps MAP of AMERIKA), $30 the last couple of days that the Regional Director himself came to my 4 by g-foot cell that was located in the Cuban
U.S. (available AUGUST).
lockdown unit, and told me that over the course of the last couple of days, his office, along with several other
offices in the B.O.P. and D.O.J. had received hundreds of letters, phone calls, faxes, and inquiries into my state
(Report), $7.50 U.S. of affairs. This was not normal, he said, and asked me, “Could you call the dogs off?” My reply was simple,
(available now).
Is/ Serge Monast
stating that they started all of this and now it looks like my friends, my watchers, would keep on bombarding
the offices with more and more mail, letters, whatever it takes to see this matter through, unless changes are
made-and
fast! !
]END OF QUOTING]
The very next day, the camp administrator came to me with paper work, telling me that I was going to be
Please
that Serge doesn’t ask for something transferred to another camp-a very nice camp-in South Dakota. But he had more to say. He said that I would
for nothing, readers. I would hope he would accept be trusted to go the camp on my own signature, without an armed escort of the U.S.. Marshals, free of any chains,
simple “donations” but when he speaks of “donations”
leg irons, or handcuffs! Immediately, I thought the worst: that this was some type of set-up, but he assured me
what he MEANS (he speaks French-not
U.S.A. that this was no trick, no gimmick. So I signed the necessary paperwork, took a bus 400 miles to my new home,
is
he offers these above named here in Yankton, South Dakota.
works in exchange for the “donation” (price of the
I would like to thank all of you once again for everything all of you have done to make this possible.
documents or tapes). AND, PLEASE BE PATIENT new address will be printed, and I would like to hear from all of you A.S.A.P. I have spent all my postal funds
WITH HIM FOR HE AND HIS FAMILY HAVE TO DO on calls, stamps, and trying to contact help. As soon as I can get some stamps, I will start writing all of you who
ALL THE WORK INVOLVED WITH SHIPPING. RE- have written to me. Sorry, but at the time, I could not answer you, but promise to make every effort to reach you.
MEMBER, HE LOST ALMOST ALL OF HIS PROP- As soon as I find out more about this place, I’ll relay all the data to you. If any of you would like a visitor’s form,
ERTY! THE PRICE OF FREEDOM AND TRUTH- please send for them or ask me for a form.
TELLING IS QUITE EXPENSIVE TO THE DARING
future goal, as always, is to get back to my story of the C.I.A. Pipeline and tell the whole true storyONES WHO STEP FORWARD.
IS IT NOT SAD to expose all of the crooks that took part.
THAT THE WORLD IS LOST TO THE WORTHLESS
My special thanks to our Canadian friends who are also worried about our homeland. Thanks again,
DOLLAR? THERE ISN’T EVEN A TUPPENCE OF everyone. I hope to hear from all of you soon.
In Light and Love,
GOLD TRADED IN TRUTH, ONLY ILLUMINATI
NOTES-YOU
GO LOOK AT THE DOLLAR BILL!

Michael Maholy
#19365-009, Ef
Kingsbury Bldg. Rm 001
P.M.B. 700
Yankton, SD 57078
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STOP

6/6/95 #l
GOT
EVIDENCE

ALL THE
AND
GONE

Your efficient Intelligence teams announced on
Friday last that they had “gathered all the evidence”
from the Murrah Building in Oklahoma City and now
the rubble will be destroyed. Ah so-no one other than
troopers and investigators FOR THE GOVERNMENT
were allowed in for this investigation and evidence
gathering. What kind of evidence do you think would
logically be found in a twice or three times bombed
building?
Further, wouldn’t the inspectors have to
KNOW where to look for any surviving “evidence”?
You had better take long hard looks at this style of
deception, public, because it stinks!
They did the SAME THING at Waco. They also
intended to do the SAME THING at Ruby Ridge in
Idaho. The helicopter was taking off with fuel droptanks to burn out the Weaver’s “everything”, alive
people as well as dead. The chopper was stopped by the
fact of full-blown TV cameras watching, and daring
patriots such as Col. Gritz on the ground telling them
to stop “or else”. THIS IS “HOLOCAUST” wherein
nothing is LEFT TO CHECK except the LIES.
You have reached the time and place, Readers,
wherein your own claimed people ARE DOING THIS
TO YOU.
COMMON
GRAND

LAW
JURY

Mr. Martin comes back from the Grand Jury in
Wichita to make all sorts of reports [story on p. 24,
not the least being that the men involved didn’t want to
allow the women on the jury. There seems to be some
bigoted garbage in the original “man-written” Grand
Jury (Common Law) rules that disallowed females on
the jury. If this is the way you “patriots” intend to do
business you can count out all help from this sector. We
are not “liberators” and we will not assist in anything,
so much more wrong than what you have, as such
unequal actions as demonstrated through such as this.
I believe they did, after someone became sane and
reasonable, “allow” women aboard. This is totally
unacceptable behavior-for
you either want Constitutional equality or you want personal ego CONTROL
over something.
Further, IF you have a person under moral or
criminal question of actions as Foreman-how
can you
expect RESPECT?
Now, the other thing I see as narrow vision, is in a
proposed caravan to Washington D.C. in 1996. Why?
Again, if you are going to continue your “wars” in the
same old foolish ways-why
do you ask God’s help7
Why do you pray for help when you fully intend to go
right on in the narrow perceptions of actions in
mankind’s very same self ‘ocused mistakes?
TAOS.

NEW

else? You would be right there where all the activity is
underground and the massive engines can be heard
ALL THE TIME and you would find major ingress and
egress for ships (some alien, most domestic) to entertain you.
FOUNDING

FATHERS7

Did the Founding Fathers have such troubles? Of
course, and worse. Any time anyone takes up REASON
and JUSTICE as a cause and basis for CHANGE TO
EQUALITY, there is great trouble.
Do I jest about New Mexico? Yes, but only with
tongue in cheek because I speak TRUTH about the
location-however,
I don’t know if any of you modern
pioneers could do without your expense-account hotels
and hot baths. I exaggerate to make a point because I
know that anyone who is TRULY attuned to the needs
of freedom and nation would go anywhere, anytime and
eat grub roots to survive, for this purpose of restoring
a nation into truth. But, you are going to have to STOP
referring to the erroneous instructions in the Ho&
Bible according to the Anti-Christ, to form your Union.
A Constitutional Republic has no place for bigotryagainst peoples or wives. This kind of behavior or
belief has NO PLACE IN A STRUCTURE OF FREEDOM, JUSTICE AND REPUBLIC. If you cannot allow
women on your panel-where
will you draw other
lines’? Will it be with “No Indians”? “No Blacks”? “No
Hispanics”? “No Asians”? HOW WILL YOU CHOOSE
YOUR JURIES? If all you have remaining of “qualifications” is to serve “YOUR” individual preferencesthen you have simply set up a continuation of the
Khazarian RULE by your own bigoted titles. The
Indians can council, the Asians can council and yes
indeed, you Whites can COUNCIL-but until you ALL
COUNCIL TOGETHER AS A UNIFIED PEOPLE TO
RECLAIM FREEDOM FORAX, YOU HAVE NOTHW!

THE LAWYER
RIP-OFFS

What I see is that nothing will get done by Washington with anything you send forth-save
bury it.
However, you can take it PUBLIC and therein comes
the power: the uncovering of TRUTH. Then you set up
your PEOPLE’S SUPREME COURT or Judicial System. You won’t have the backup of FORCE to enforce
decisions-BUT,
when the verdicts are presented to the
now present COURTS as part of cases-they will HAVE
TO BE LOOKED AT.
For instance, let us hypothesize: Supposing you
establish a People’s Grand Jury (or several of them) in
each county of every State. Let us focus on Kern
County, California for lack of better example. Say you
convene a Grand Jury to consider the Ekker vs. Santa
Barbara S&L case. This is a good example because the
wrong doings weave all the way from the Municipal
Court system, the Superior Court system and right on
up through the highest political figures in your nation
and on into Salomon Brothers Brokerage House (International).
So, let us assume that instead of all the
“lawyering” in endless depositions of worthless nothingness, separation of the very people involved to
maintain silence until all the funds are gone-YOU AS
PEOPLE NOT ONLY PRESENT THE CASE BUT
HEAR THE CASE-THEN TAKE THE VERDICT TO
THE STAGED COURTS1 YOU HAVE CAUSE TO
PRESS FOR HEARING AND ACTION ON LAWCOMMON LAW OF AND BY THE PEOPLE. %ld
the courts as seated rule WITH YOU? Possibly notbut the world would see the heinous truth. You-thepeople have dozens of examples in every county, every
village, every corner of this nation-and
throughout
the WORLD. Is THIS not better than wagging and
waving your guns and swords? TRUTH IN ALL INSTANCES WILL GAIN MORETHAN ALLTHE WARS
YOU CAN CONJURE. LOOK WHO RUNS YOUR
COURTS AND WORLD-AND THEN PERHAPS YOU
CAN UNDERSTAND OUR WRITINGS BETTER. YOU
CANNOT SINGLE OUT A RACE OR COLOR LINEYOU HAVE ELITE CRIMINALS, THIEVES AND
THUGS (KHAZARIAN
BANKSTERS)
RUNNING, BY FORCE, EVERY NIT-PICKING
THING ABOUT YOUR LIVES. I shall continue to
write about them until you CAN SEE that we speak not
in bigotry-BUT
IN HISTORICAL FACT. AND, UNTIL MAN GETS INFORMED, YOU WILL HAVE REPEAT UPON REPEAT OF JUST WHAT IS PRESENTED BY THE
REGARDING
EVERY STEP YOU TAKE.

MEXICO

If you ard going to rally a caravan why don’t you
rally it and go straight to Ronn Jackson’s property near
Taos, New Mexico and SET UP A GOVERNMENT OF
AND BY THE PEOPLE? Why New Mexico? Where

“I%e got a better idea- we’ll rob from the rich and keep it ourselves.”
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TO

DAVE

OVERTON

Let me take a minute, Dharma, to pen a note to
Dave. A lot of thoughts pass through his mind and I
would like to respond to them. He knows the answers;
he simply wants to sort experiences.
We each have chosen our journey, picked our “purd
pose” and know our service-or
we would be doing
something “else”! We pretend that we have accidents
and we pretend that we “don’t know” because that is
part of the game at hand. Various happenings present
different opportunities for, remember, the script is
basically already written so we take our parts and go
and decide how best to present the program to achieve
agreed upon goals. Since there are NEVER “ENDINGS” we have to reach conclusions along the way
while things flow one into another and, as we near the
final curtain for a given scenario, we must precipitate
certain responses and, yes, reactions. We may well not
consciously think, as a child, that we will at age 30 or
40 or 90 “do” a given thing. But nonetheless
we become willing to serve the goal, once
fixed.
Certainly, as in your case, you didn’t go
forth to stage an accident that would put you
in a rehab center--or
did you? It doesn’t
matter, you see, for each new experience presents new and quite interesting opportunities-perhaps
to simply have occasion to meet
others outside the ordinary passing of days.
In each circumstance comes the ability to
touch another who might otherwise be lost in
pain, in error, in, at the least, ignorance.
Each “breath” in life is opportunity
and
choices-choices
as to how to fully utilize, to
best advantage, within God, the moment.
BILLY

GRAHAMS

Billy Graham, for instance, could have rattled on
and endlessly on in Canada yesterday and his lesson
might well have been received and remembered somewhat-but
all who were there present will now never
forget the experience for Mr. Graham folded like the
proverbial accordion-in
the middle of his preaching.
ALL the Billy Grahams you see are not the one who
“fainted” on the stage yesterday. You have a presence
for many occasions. One is dapper and vital for the
interviews and one is aged, infirm with Parkinson’s
syndrome, and cannot control the other aspects of self.
Then, when all is said and finished it simply “is”
the way it “is”.
You also ponder upon past “seeming” errors. No
Dave, there are not any errors or coincidences.
You
might well think that your actions, had they been just a
bit different, would have made it easier on some and
more difficult for others to deceive. This is only factual
ifyoucan findno worthy lesson from the actions. Your
misused and sidetracked gift to ME has offered lessons
which cannot be afforded in any Earth school or university. Your actions have caused and allowed ones to
ponder truth, integrity, and witness the corruption of
mankind and the goodness of mankind.
So MANY

souls have grown or presented their parched greed
through this one act on your part. It has been magnificently fascinating to watch and witness the myriads of
excuses offered as to WHY the treasure was held and
hidden. Perhaps the most interesting is that, at onset of
the confrontation., Green said he kept the gold to cover
his quarter-of-a-million
dollars investment in the Journals, paper, Institute, etc. Well, it only stands to
REASON that if he had taken your gratuity and USED
IT PROPERLY-HE
WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN IN
DEBT
THAT
is why he has now had to claim loss of three quarters of
a million (as stated by his attorneys) or into the millions of uncounted dollars (by him). His creative
bookkeeping, however, tells the truth of it and he has
now worked into a corner whereby he dumps the whole
bookkeeping fiasco on his bride-nice
guy! His assumption is that she is beautiful, young, brainless and
no one in the judicial system would take both his gold
and his “innocent” presenting bride. Desired is naive,
not innocent. In each instance of action, the EXPERIENCE is that which ultimately can bring credibility to

REALLY CHANGED MUCH?
Perhaps my own battle cry might reflect: “Wash
your hands-not
OF something but FOR something
” My use for gold and silver would be: “Wash
in it for cleansing and intake it for stability of nervous
function.” Ah, but few are the WISE MEN who would
“waste” gold on healthy minds when it is used as an
exchange commodity. The very programmer of LIFE is
used as a commodity of exchange and nobody even
knows WHY.
Yes indeed, my son who has grown to be my
FRIEND, I offer my appreciation for your long service-and
I do not mean upon this globe at this time.
We each and together have traveled long and arduous,
but interesting, trails across forever. We have grown as
each soul is destined to do, into higher passage-until
we can serve, teach, and LEARN. Men want fortune
tellers to titillate and inspire to bring dullards from
their boredom. There can be no boredom if one serves
God. If you serve God, each day is a miracle and you
will find that YOU ARE THE GREATEST MIRACLE
OF ALL! Each day that miracle can be expressed in
endless manners and ways-how can this wonderment
be boring?
Man images and manifests the disasters, hardships, brinksmanship, violence and other dastardly
things to allow himself to believe he is, at the least,
alive, for he sees no goodly miracles for there is no
basis upon which the miracle can be reflected. Just as
each ion of particulate form can be charged positively
or negatively-so
too, can man. In the world of “physics” there is matter which functions TOWARD a given
charge. So too in mankind is the lifestream such that
the man is shifted by probabilities in his choices. GOD
HAS GIVEN MAN THE ABILITY TO CHOOSE
RATHER THAN BE CONTROLLED BY THE INFLUENCES OF UNIVERSAL PHYSICS.
Let us consider for a moment, Dave, your
present circumstance in which you may well
feel you actually didn’t have alternatives or
choices save to seek help. No, that is NOT SO;
you could have chosen a dozen OTHER alternatives rather than choose the WISE alternative
to go get help, rest the body, heal the body and
live to serve another day. It would embarrass
you to realize that many look to you for their
own courage as the pressures mount. Kathy,
just yesterday, had reason to say, “Well, if Dave
can make it through his accident, certainly I
can make it though some piddling surgery.”
(She had to have a bit of reconstructive surgery.
Always comes the fear of choosing to have
something done which is necessary and letting it go to
save either money, time or perhaps one’s life from
possible infections in the hazardous hospitals.) I use
this only to present that each DOES impact othersand what strength is shared when the impact is one of
positive foundation instead of negative intrigue.
You, Dave, will say to others, “Don’t bother to
answer or write for you are too busy.” NO, son, if you
learn nothing more than this lesson from this note:
people NEED TO SHARE, if they can give not a moment to YOU, how can they hope to have that love
returned? When a person chooses a loving note card, a
bunch of flowers, a loaf of bread-for
another, for that
moment in “time” there is love offering between friends
or would-be friends. YOU, as well as many othersalso need to learn to “RECEIVE”, for a gift is not,
unless it is also RECEIVED and ACCEPTED. When,
however, it is taken by lie or force, it becomes a theft.
We must allow another an act of kindness and giving,
for THAT is food for the soul. You, Dave, have many
people loving you and trying to assist over the miles of
distance; we have that need as much as you have
needs-for
our words, our cards, are all we have to
express that companionship. Ah yes, we have to learn
the hardest of all lessons for God’s people-to
receive
HIS gifts as persons awaken to their oneness with HIM.
GIVING AND RE-GIVING IS THE ONLY FLOW OF
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God’s troops and allow, eventually, the unfolding of
truth and LIGHTED INSIGHT into everything and
everyone, from the Judges in the case to the receiver
bumbling around in the darkness. Each plays his role,
no more and no less. The fact that had George Green
USED “just” your funds as you offered the Institutehe would have incurred NO OUTSTANDING COSTS
AND WOULD HAVE, IN FACT, COME OUT WITH
PROFIT THAT MY SLEEPING MESSENGERS
WOULD NEVER HAVE NOTICED.
We would now, after not taking notice of his
misreprestations, be having a reputation of UFO garbage bringers and of giving a far less than desirable
picture of right and wrong, God and Satan. I welcome
the attention for, good or bad, people will now at least
lookup from their doodlings andoccasionallynote
they
have heard the “name” somewhere. We cannot do much
good if nobody notices our presentations.
If, for instance, nobody finds an alternative in the political
bondage save to march on Washington-how
sad. That
is the very LAST thing to do in WISDOM. Remember
the physician who, in the midst of dead and dying
mothers in birthing rooms in hospitals, said of the
disease and mayhem-“ DOCTORS, WASH YOUR
HANDS”!
THE PHYSICIANS
MOVED FROM
MOTHER TO MOTHER, DELIVERY TO DELIVERY
WITHOUT CLEANSING THEMSELVES.
HAS IT
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ENERGY WHICH CAN BE ACCOUNTED IN GOD’S
ELECTRIC UNIVERSE. ALL THE NEGATIVE TRAPPINGS OF THE PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION GO
AWAY-ONLY
THE THOUGHTS AND TIMELESSNESS OF LESSONS LEARNED ARE RETAINED IN
UNIVERSAL GROWTH. CIVILIZATIONS ARE LOST
EVEN TO THE PHYSICAL BUT THE INTENT OF
MANKIND REMAINS ETERNAL,
How much more wondrous it is for a soul to come to
the passage day and shout forth: “God, here I am,” than
to be hiding in the shadows knowing all the garbage
will be now confronted. Man fears death-not because
of fear in not “being’‘-it is an indwelling KNOWING
that he will always “be” and he knows that death of
physical is most often a terrible confrontation with
actions and foolishness of expression AND intent.
THE BIG LIE DOESN’T CARRY “OVER-LIES
ARE
LEFT FOR THE PHYSICAL EXPRESSION.
We can journey through a lot of valleys and find a

lot of shadows-but
in GOD we can find no DARKNESS. Perception is all there is, my friend. Dharma’s
room is buried in stacks of entropy and as she pondered
what I just asked her to write, she paused, took a deep
breath and looked around. There is a calendar hanging
on the wall in front of her and her attention fell to the
beautiful picture presented-January,m!
The mind
reels in shock for where did pass 1992, 1993 and 19941
Ah, and half of 1995-GONE into the ethers to never
come forth again. This day, this moment-shall
never
pass this way again! Are you growing toward LIFE or
are you passing your days toward “death”? Do you
count birthdays as numbering that which is possibly
“left” of living-or
is a Birthday actually a birthing
day7 It can be either-according
to our wishes. We
simply forget and the moment we forget-the
enemy
comes forth and slips in a bunch of new lies so that
remembering is all but impossible. But we do and shall
continue-to
remember how it was and how it will be.

Quite A Rascal
That tiunther
1
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REMEMBER

THE

RUSSBACHERS?

We appreciate the parties who finally GOT THE
RECORDS OF GUNTHER RUSSBACHER from the
Immigration Service. At first thought it would appear
that, oh my, ALL that Gunther told or showed was a lie
in every conceivable way. Well, of course “intelligence
agents” are usually not going around offering the truth
while in service. We can leave that “there” but the
painful truth is that there are two or three hundred
pages of arrest reports, prison papers, court documents
and illegal entry and travel, thefts, bad checks, impersonations of officers of several military branches and
on and on and on. The whole stack of papers is not
organized, except to represent some sort of ongoing
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trail in chronological semi-order.
But, before you
claim that it could be fake “stuff’-no,
it isn’t andthere
are fingerprints and pictures to prove that NONE of it
is fake.
Gunther started his escapades, at the least, from the
time he was seventeen and continued, of course, until
he ended up in prison in Austria nearly a year ago.
He has a reputation and at least eight major arrests
all over Europe and was such a ladies’ man (loving the
ladies and leaving them financially destitute) from
onset. He was at one time arrested and incarcerated in
Oklahoma WHILEHE WASAWOLFROMPRISONIN
TEXAS. His wife helped him ESCAPE from the Texas
prison.
We can only hope
Jackson understands our
cautious nature regarding ones who promise and then
deal us this kind of trash. Of all the individual parties

June 9,199s:
In the past few days, I have received considerable information on Senator Sam Nunn.
His connection to Project Monarch and one of its offshoots, MK-ULTRA, is enough to turn your stomach.
My fellow Americans, why do you continue to sanction this conduct by your federal leaders7 Do you have
any conception of how many of the lives of your fellow citizens have been damaged by your servants and
employees, the United States Government? If you do not know what Project Monarch is all about, then I
suggest you do your homework! I also suggest that before you allow any needle stuck in your arm or have
your skin broken by a needle by anyone, you know that person very well-especially
those of you who
frequent public health facilities. The truth is absolute and cannot be changed or denied.
1995 is the year that our nation will be returned to a republic as a direct result of the spirit of freedom
and the dedicated work of its patriotic citizens. The
shall prevail for all of history!
In Light and Freedom
Phone: (702) 727-0546
Fax: (702) 727-7496

Our problem is in the confusion of how it IS.
Man does not make “errors”; he simply expresses
alternatives. When we learn this lesson we have truly
grown in wisdom. When we serve God of Truth and
Light-we are expressing God’s alternatives and that
is GLORY, for HIS rewards for service are without
ending and we reach our times of transition in both
beauty and peace in perfection.
How wondrous it is
when we go into the places for our rest and healing,
where Angels sing. If we grow in truth and light we
have this never-ending
opportunity
of expression
wherein we can even become the Angels who sing. How
wondrous to have Angels sing us lullabies as we travel,
than to have the blackboard-screechings
of evil upon
our hearts.
Rest well, friend, for you are needed, for the unfolding is not yet finished.
I bid you peace.
Gyeorgos
who contributed to some murders of various “nlavers”
such as PAUL WILCHER, I lay that right-on Mr.
Russbacher’s lap. Paul was a gullible young lawyer
who believed the lies, thought he would have tapes from
Gunther which would prove flights, etc., only to tell his
story and then never get the material. Do you ones see
that YOUR LIES can cost others DEARLY!
Does this mean that Rodney Stich’s work is flawed?
NO, the facts are there. It is simply that Mr. Russbacher
is not who he claimed and did not do the things claimed.
He simply reported as though he were the one who DID
DO THESE THINGS. Russbacher’s claim to fame with
some of his “ladies” was and is that he would “pull off
the biggest con-scam the world had ever seen”. I don’t
think that suitable when the con is tried ON ME. Mr.
Russbacher wears, or has had removed, a tattoo of my
“buddy”, Satan, on his left arm! Would this tell you
“something” about the man inside the tattoo?
“Mr. Russbacher showed me his scars so you are
full of it, Big Boy!” you might say. Yes indeed, some
are REAL as to cause-but the big one on his belly is
from surgery when he was a very young man. He kept
it irritated until it became a nasty scar. Remember,
Gunther was a “user” and an alcoholic and did inflict a
lot of his own wounds.
Ah, but did his fingernails get pulled out in torture?
Well, beloved ones, let us just say that most of them he
lost to fungal infection and the rest became a good
story.
But the “impersonations”? It is fine to impersonate
an “officer” unless you are caught and court-martialedWHICH HAPPENED TO GUNTHER. Yes indeed, he
was even AWOL from the Army and eventually arrested
and tried-and
found guilty of lots of things. After that
he went about using Champus (health programs for
G.1.s and families), attending Officers’ Clubs, eating,
drinking and cashing stolen checks, riding on airlines
free as either a military officer or a “Federal” lawyer.
He was caught dozens of times, deported, jailed and it
is al1 here in living black and white with fingerprints,
passports, 35 alias names and pictures of him from the
age of, say, nineteen. In my humble opinion there is
little that can be done to Mr. Russbacher, whoever he is,
that he doesn’t deserve-EXCEPT,
what was happening to him in Missouri prisons. The man had enough
foul crimes to convict him and KEEP him-BUT THE
CHARGES HE HAD GOING AGAINST HIM WERE
POLITICAL AND UNCONSTITUTIONAL.
THE
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MINUTE

FOR

SORTING

In considering possibilities and probabilities-look
very carefully at that which rears its head for attention.
If an automobile is functioning well--do you go to a
new mechanic to rebuild the vehicle? Why did you give
attention or obtain the vehicle in the first place? Do you
have the automobile for transportation or for impressing the neighbors?
Do you have a whole set of instructors for operation, all inputting a bit different
instructions?
Or, do you take the Owner-Operator
Manual and go from there? All persons familiar with
the given construction and operation can have EXPERIENCED input-but
if you have a Honda, will you try
to operate it as the Mercedes? The “general” operation
will be the same as to steering, brakes, etc. What if your
auto runs on alcohol instead of gasoline? Even dieselfueled vehicles operate a bit differently than with gasoline.
WHY WOULD YOU WANT A BUNCH OF
DATA INPUTTERS WHEN YOU ALREADY HAVE
THE REAL THING?
A question has arisen from South Africa as to
validity of speakers. I can tell you one thing very, very
clearly: in “groups” who have worked together-“I”
do
not dictate to various receivers.
Why in the world
would 1 confuse my own troops? This is a general rule
of thumb for each and every individual on BOTH sides
of the experience.
If you are of my “team” then you
need no “bunch” of varied instructors all vying for
attention and confusion. To avoid this very thing, in
fact, there will always be teachers who simply become
extensions-not
“me” or some other lady or dude trying
to explain MY input.
Right in the area of South Africa there are teachers
who have far better input than I to the local arena and
pertinent circumstances. However, when we are of the
same team that issue is worked out nicely by not stepping on one another’s toes to cause confusion. That is,
Tom Astley (forgive me if I misspell) gets his teachings
and guidance directly on the subject of Light and.
Universal function; Forbes gets hers from a teacher
who is “right on”. Both clear their space until there is
no QUESTION who is there speaking. Neither have to
come to Dharma to check with Hatonn as to whether or
not it be Hatonn. Receiving is that which is available
and necessary for each and every being. But do you
clutter the information with personal input, feelings of
being somehow “special”? What is the response and
responsibility involved?
What happens is that ones begin to hear or feel
“something” and, usually without a personal need to
study what is available, take the short cut of some kind
of “revelation” a bit more exciting than whatever “Big
Boy” is offering. Fine, but do you have the RIGHT to
interrupt that which is already in progress to air YOUR
personal viewpoint, whether or not it conflicts? If you
have to present your alternative suggestions, WHY do
you present them as coming from DIVINE resource? If
there be question, WHY do you not take your “truth”
and start your 6wn group, your own direction and stop
confusing that which is functionine auite well without

this added input? WHY DO YOU CHOOSE WHATEVER YOU CHOOSE? THIS IS THE QUESTION.
I repeat something which, if you simply read (you
don’t even have to discuss or study) my writings, you
will find that IF YOU HAVE TO ASK THROUGH
DHARMA IF HATONN BE “THE” HATONN SPEAKING TO YOU-IT ISN’T ME! I might well speak to
you, but NEVERIN AN AEON OF SABBATHS WOULD
I TAKE THE PLACE OF YOUR PRESENTED
TEACHER/GUIDE/SPEAKER
(whatever you call your
guide). This is for a VERY GOOD REASON: TO
AVOID EXACTLY
THIS IS,
FURTHER,
THE MASTER-TEACHEROR GOD
INCARNATE IS
RUNNING AROUND ON YOUR
PLACE-FOR WHERE THERE IS AN OPEN TRENCH
UNCOVERED BY SHIELDING-THE
DARK-SIDE
ENTERS AND CONFOUNDS THE RECEIVER. This
is NOT TO even imply that “you” do not receive
directly. It means, readers, that you can depend on your
guides and teachers being wise enough to NOT present
conflicting and chaotic input-BECAUSE
WE HAVE
ORGANIZED AN APPROACH TO THE WORLD
CIRCUMSTANCE. As long as messages are of general
worthiness in living, what difference does it makeand yet, if all of you go off on separate tangents-how
will you ever bring CHANGE to a world in conflict?
If there be places wherein our central mission
cannot be presented-there
will be teachers! Wherein
our work is already utilized as central focus-there
will
not be the SAME teachers; there need not be. This does
not insult anyone-it
simply is REASONABLE and if
we only bring confusion greater than that which surrounds you-you have the WRONG energy forms!
Beneath spirituality and truth of progression, where
I would love to focus, comes the final acts of a major
production (play) upon your stage. It is, for us, brieffor you in experiencing the play, seemingly longsomewhat less than your counted century of expression.
Each “play” in which you participate will be a bit
different as to role but the general script will be about
the same-until
someone comes along and CHANGES
the play. There are as many changes possible as there
are players (actors) in the scene.
What I find marvelous in mankind is that he expects to simply “be” and the revelation will fall upon
his brain like an electric bulb empowered. You may
gain “insight” in that manner-but you will NOT GAIN
TRUTH because until you know what makes that light
bulb-you
can have a light turn on but. you will not
know what “kind” of light you have burning on you.

ships of Orion (mostly) to serve the “masters’ who
would gain control, in a most Satanic manner, of what
would be appointed to be the value or wealth of the
world. Now, HOW this affects South Africa certainly
does not require MY input while I am making every
effort to simply lay forth the story of who and how and
what has taken place and outline the characters of this
play. You will have the Adversarial tribe-leaders
telling you that the Blacks were actually developed
FOR THE SLAVE LABOR CAMPS. Is this true? Yes
and no-no more than are YOU developed to be slaves
to the World Order! The higher cause has always been
and will always be a selection of choices of human
presentation-WHO
WILL GAIN THE SOULS IN A
GIVEN GAME OF CHESS. WILL MANKIND FIND
TRUTH IN TIME TO SALVAGE THAT WHICH HE
PERCEIVES ARE HIS LESSONS OF GROWTH AND
DIVINITY?

We can always have guidelines for “receivers”-is
that space cleared or is this a “game”? The responsibility which is dumped on a receiver is so mammoth as to
break the very spirit within-not
something .ihich
craves attention or argument with another. Would you
go to Gordon-Michael Scallion and demand his placement as vision receiver? He would certainly give it to
you instantly, to be free of the burden of HIS calling and
purpose. The same with Dharma-she
is ready to hand
it over to anyone who remotely pretends to be a receiver
for “Hatonn”. We even found that the Russbachers,
who have proven themselves to
the
of
this game, appointed Suzie W. as the relief receiver for
Dharma FOR ME. Sorry about that, why would I put
anyone else through the grueling task of my work just
to CONFUSE the people?
Dharma doesn’t hold any particular seat of honor.
It may well seem so to you who believe you would do a
better job or serve some ego polishing. No, just yesterday, with the place empty save for Dharma and E.J., the
enemy came forth unbeknownst and robbed the offices.
This is terrorism because they also took the garage
openers, keys, etc. This is painful and hardly the way
you would like to live your lives when you realize that
the things of life are all but passed into The New World
Order. I can promise you that if I am speaking to you,
and the same with Sananda or any other member of
OUR team, YOU WILL KNOW WITHOUT A DOUBT
WHO IT IS-YOU WILL FIND NO POSSIBILITY OF
OPENING FOR QUARRELS.
Do I speak and instruct others? Yes indeed. But
SOUTH
THEY KNOW WHO THEY ARE, and right here I work
the JOBS ARE DIFFERENT! When
What and why South Africa? Why would there with several-but
even arise such confusion and why would there be you question, ask: “Is my job different somehow? Is
questions regarding same? Would it not be reasonable there need for my input and have I studied all that
that there needs to be guides for South Africa different information which has ALREADY flowed in such abunfrom those of Western Australia or Los Angeles, U.S.A.? dance? Is my information the SAME or different?”
Of course-but
not of a central theme! Out of South Then comes the discernment of WHO is giving that
if it BE ME,it will be the same as
Africa came the last major SCHEME of WORLD DOMI- information-for
NATION AND CONTROL-right
directly from the already OFFERED. If it be different except for possible
evil-presenter, Cecil Rhodes! As a matter of fact, the “locale”, it cannot be “ME”, can it? Of all the things of
sameness of context of TRUTH will
Blacks were first brought to South Africa by the slave- God’s trooDs-the
~I
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be present! Each will have a particular mission within
the whole, but certainly, within a given “pod” or “cell”there is no need for each to do what each “other” does.
Why would you need to put “my” teachings down in a
thousand different ways when one serves nicely and
frees others to do their own task?
There are precious ones who received from me for
years, but when it came to CHANGE of duty-1 was
denounced as not being the SAME as “their Hatonn”.
Well, that be as it may with THEM; I always find that
the ones who denounce-DO
NOT STUDY THE MATERIAL I PRESENT FROM HERE!
If you don’t
KNOW what is offered in ALL instances-how
can you
discern OR JUDGE? Moreover, if “I” felt my words
were being misrepresented-why
would I remain within
a given pod to simply cause confusion. Would it not be
more intelligent and wiser to go elsewhere? If I do that,
readers, the “pod” folds-every
time. Ones who claim
to have me as teacher are both totally informed, recognize the task and most certainly do not leave opening
for quarrels. Debate over given points is what gives
opportunity for growth-but
name-calling such as “my
speaker vs. your speaker”, “my Hatonnvs. your Hatonn”
is foolish.
I might well give individual lessons as responsive
to a “call”. However, as with this physical mission of
opening the minds and awakening a civilizationWE
DO NOT ENCROACH ON OTHERS’ FOCUS. This in
NO WAY presents a difference of direction or service
of either here or there-it represents unity and wisdom.
I can example this a bit further: I work with Little
Crow-but I never would encroach on his Higher Connections-for
he is a Native American with leadership
needs that travel the same path but in different understanding. If you have something SPECIAL for South
Africa-use
it, but do not suggest that we have to have
the same input to each individual need. WE WORK IN
TANDEM-NEVER
CONFUSING THE AWAKENING
SPIRITS. You people have enough to worry and distract over without this kind of added chaos.
Now, do I need more and more guidance and guides
for South Africa? No!
has nothing to do with here
in Dharma’s corner-it
is simply that there are already
ones in South Africa, New Zealand and thus and so.
They are there and you know who they are-because
you are with them and because of them you became
AWARE. Do not confuse the becoming aware with
TAKING THE PLACE OF! The leaders, further, will
see their leadership LAST, and LEAST, OF ALL. He
or she who brought attention to the WORD will be the
one, friends-think
about it! Why would a “speaker,
teacher” choose a bunch to do that which is already
placed into the attention of original persons? You see,
we can only OFFER what we have-and those in whose
presence the work comes must choose the course of
action regarding the material. If you simply take that
which is still “another’s” and go forth and use it as your
own-be it invention or receiver-it
is not worthy of
being called THE SAME for you will have CHANGED
the focus. Truth stands on its own AS IS-changing
it
only diminishes and dilutes value.
A good rule of thumb is that a “speaker” WILL
NOT BE ME-TO ANYONE WHO HAS ACCESS TO
MY WORK AND HAS STUDIED IT NOT-ALL
OF
IT! You might well offer debate over perception of my
work-but unless you have studied it ALL as presented
already-why
do you have right to cast opinions on the
statements or presentation?
utilize that which is
available already on your place; that is necessary, so
anyone who does not study what I offer, CANNOT
know how things ARE or what meaning I might have
for stating a given “thing”. What you have, as people,
to face is a time of chaotic input from every direction
while your immediate freedom is being eked away. You
have to know the players of the insipid games of
destruction and chaos and you can’t get that from
it comes from the historical FACTS and
“revelation”it will be presented from research. I can only offer that
which is TRUTH and you must take it and balance it

with that which is offered by the LIARS. Truth will
stand and the LIE will fall as both are uncovered and
laid forth before you. Until you can know the way
things ARE, you cannot even follow a spiritual path
without clutter of dark energies-for
you will be fooled
constantly. Satan PLAYS a far better “Christ” than a
simple being who lives in goodness! Ponder it. Mankind does not like TRUTH because it requires and
accepts no myriad of scenarios. It IS! You can prefer
one story against another-but
TRUTH SIMPLY IS!
Moreover: truth will stand all alone quite nicely INTO
INFINITY. Truth will be the same yesterday, today and
tomorrow-no
matter what explanation or charges man
puts against it.
The truthbringers will always, mortover, be the
FIRST assaulted by the deceivers. Worse, however, the
deceived will waft in each new wind, while usually, as
with most “receivers”, having a need to “not clutter
input” by fact of another’s writings. When questions
arise over “speakers”- it is far better to have information than question speakers or receivers-for
only in
the information is the truth able to be discerned. Worse,
or better as the case may be, it takes a long, hard journey
into realization for all the lessons will look good until
you are TRAPPED. Then the lie will present in most
TINY ways, in little contradictions beyond the valid
contradictions of life itself. Pretty soon the stories will
vary from one incident to the next-which
was only
“one way”.
There are many, many perceptions but the FACTS
of the happening don’t change. Many times, and this
may well be a problem, perceptions will have clarity as
insight unfolds and this is always VALID-not necessarily “correct”, but nonetheless valid. Herein lies the
wonder of being able to SHARE perceptions and discuss and reach a conclusion in some kind of wisdom.
However, on that final stage at passage-it’s
ONLY
you and
shall make that passage on YOUR
OWN INTENT-not
on the suppositions or opinions of
SC take great care in accepting another’s
others.
perceptions. You will not make it on MY input-save
to realize the value of that input as it affects your
actions and own intent. I have made my passage-YOU
must make YOURS. I can show you the way-1 CANNOT DO IT FORYOU. So, to quarrel over my presence
or where I might be or to whom I may be speaking is a
waste of valuable and PERCEIVED time and I suggest
ALWAYS that you discern and judge on the WORD, not
on the game in play-for the game will end and only the
WORD, TRUTH IN THAT WORD, and GOD shall stand.
If “I” would pray for YOU-it would be that you not
have the burden of working FOR ME. Each individual
has guides who are attached directly to soul self. You
do NOT want the added load of ME. Accept the load of
God with and through YOUR teachers and you will
have far less botheration. Each of us has a mission to
serve and each task will be similar, perhaps, but individual. I am NOT the only leader. I happen to be THE
Commander of THIS INDIVIDUAL MISSION. You
certainly do not need the confusion of my perceived
inability to sort my team. Nor do you need the distraction of a bunch of Sergeants running about in all
different directions quarreling over who has the right
set of “orders”. If we cannot achieve teamwork then
certainly we cannot have success. I have to function in
the physical expression WHERE THERE REMAINS
OPPORTUNITY FOR POLITICAL CHANGE, WHERE
THERE IS YET SOME PRETENSE AT FREEDOM OF
EXPRESSION IN
FORMAT. The
U.S. is where we had to take our stand, not because it is
somehow more Special-but
because the possibilities
of CHANGE reside here more strongly than elsewhere
on the globe-AT THIS TIME.
Dharma is overwhelmed by many things-BUT
NOT THE MISSION. It is the myriads of impacting
“things” and “pressures’ which debilitate-NOT
THE
MISSION. Please understand, there is a difference.
She may well have to originally DO THINGS, such
as give instructions in English from me as to “how” to

In this “JOURNAL” we are given day by day
information of important events going on in ‘the
world and especially about Russia, Iraq, Israel, the
Middle East and the U.S. and how these tie into the
major prophecies of the end-times.
We are given information about the history of
this planet and origins of the humans here.
We are also given a response to the “Middle
East Prayer Alert”, put out by many well known
“Christian” leaders,
Many other topics are covered including:

*Our Origins
* Cities of Light
* Pres. Bush and the
“New World 0rder”and its consequences
* The Geological Processes Involved In Vukanism
*
How
* The “Global Agenda” And
How Oil Is Of Key Importance
* More about Noriega
* Why doesn’t Saddam give up?
*

*
* The Origin And Purpose Of The Bird Tribes
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put together a colloid apparatus-but
then it is taken
and someone else perfects it and so on. Each is unsure
of how to do these things and desires infinite detail.
However, that is THE problem, for the information is
already there, and has been for centuries in some
instances-buried,
hidden and disallowed for YOUR
USE. Anyone can make a colloid apparatus-but
noone has that which I can offer for the combinations. We
can’t have “everyone” doing this task for you would not
have ability to “have” in the midst of Big Overlord
shutdown.
If YOU, for instance, want a given task-WHY
ARE YOU NOT WORKING AT IT NOW? Ponder this
carefully, for if your task is FOR SOMETHING-you
will be seeking and picking and studying constantly at
perfecting that purpose. Some have not yet found or
isolated “purpose’‘-that
is because you are not yet
informed sufficiently to handle your purpose of ultimate focus. Most never find that driving focus for
they want revelation, chatting and psychic fun rather
than getting educated for a job. If, for instance, you
wish to build a Tesla device for pulse lasers-how
expect ye to do so? Is it not wise to study Mr. Tesla’s
work, inventions and patents? The hardware already
exists-in
major use-You-THE-PEOPLE
simply are
not allowed to have it. But, to argue over who is
receiving little messages from whom-is NOT WHERE
IT’S AT.
I example again: Dr. Young is learned in technology through the most respected universities. However,
he KNOWS that one of these days his will be to accomplish that which has been yet unaccomplished.
He
works diligently at every other thing, such as the paper
and his EDUCATION.
He meets with Korton and
Soltec as Communications and Geophysical lessons are
presented as to their connection and relationships with
mechanisms that he will perfect. He spends hours and
hours with ME and much of our “chatting” and clarifications will be regarding information given-sometimes debated but never “quarreled over”. Sometimes
a “test” will be presented to see if he will buckle to that
which is Dark input to simply follow the leader-no,
he
won’t even if his perception be different. He will not
compromise his mission even though he may not fully
understand his mission. Neither will Dharma, or any
other ones around here. They have, we have debated,
we have gone in differing directions and when the
mission of one is finally divergent in a destructive
way-the
parties move on for they cannot abide the
unchanging code of truth here. This doesn’t mean that
we can’t work with those who disagree-it
simply
means that we compromise no truth to satisfy those who
have “druthers” othenvise and who want to “take over”
and “show us the way”. If you need to take over and
show the way-go
where that is appreciated; do not
take ours and take it for your own. You may also do this
latter action-but
be prepared for competition. We are
GOING TO DO ALL WE CAN TO GET BOTH SURVIVAL AND ONGOING BUSINESSES MOVING. We
can do that right within the system now working-we
don’t need to take up arms and/or fight anything. What
it DOES take is an understanding and fundamental
reasoning of how to go about this task.
We will always have the ones who disagree-but
I
find there is not one who, after studying what we offer,
fails to see that this is a BETTER WAY for possibly
accomplishing some kind of positive change. At the
least, we do not FIGHT the opposition and get shot.
The terror caused by the cowardly and sicko enemies
will continue because that is THE WAY THE YELLOW-LIVERED EVIL BEINGS DO THEIR WORKAND THAT IS THE ELEMENT THAT HAS NOW
GAINED CONTROL.
I have no need to fight that
which isn’t even REAL. The only quarrel present is
how to handle or use physical matter. It concerns me
NOT because my POWER comes from Universal Energy and the things ofphysical manifestationare NOTHING. Judgment is EASY because a given thing in
presentation can ALWAYS be used either for GOOD or
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for BAD! All you have to do is watch the use and the
user to instantly KNOW if the intent be Godly or
Satanicnuciferian.
If you don’t even know WHO is
Satan or Lucifer-how
can you possibly discern? Because there is rightness and there is wrongness-and
it
is obvious in expression. I can work with my enemyI do not become my enemy! I am not trying to take
possession or control of the world, any world-I have
no use for your world! Can you see? Your only use for
the world of manifest physical is for the lessons of
school-grade growth. This IS your schoolhouse, not
your infinite dwelling. That which is valuable in the
schoolroom has very little, if any, place in your infinite
“position” in KNOWING. However, you have to gain
diversified “knowledge” to ever acquire KNOWING!
You cannot have KNOWING, especially of GOD, until
and unless you realize who and what that means. You
can have revelation and change in intent through inner
recognition-but
that inner recognition came from
SOMEWHERE in your learning process. “Revelation”
is only a step in “remembering” what IS.
There are more impostor teachers than “real” teachers! Why? There is only ONE real teacher, All others
are fragments presented mainly for distraction. “Aton”,
for instance, may be a point of recognition to somebut not to all. You cannot place ONE label on GODnot even “GOD”. This diversity of LANGUAGE is the
prime tool of Adversarial USURPERS.
When you
destroy “meaning” and change “meaning” to that of
another’s desired use-you confuse and confound. If
you can usurp labels, you can fool most of the people
ALL of the time. Don’t get hung up on names-any
energy in the Universe can call itself Hatonn and fool
just about all of you, this for example. It is, however,
up to you individually
to discern-and
JUDGE
THROUGH THE ACTIONS OF THAT ONE. We, as
teachers within the Hosts, do not come to confound or
WE IDENTIFY WITHOUT QUALIFICAconfuse.
TION OR NEED TO GET FURTHER INPUT, SAVE
FROM SELF. IF YOU ACCEPT WHATEVER DRIFTS
THROUGH-THAT
IS ALL THAT WILL DRIFT
THROUGH, THE DISTRACTORS OR THE ONES
WITH FULL INTENT OF DRAWING YOU ULTIMATELY AWAY FROM GOD. Remember that “soul”?
It is the soul that is the ultimate prize-not
your things

or how you brush your teeth.
Beware of that which pulls you from that which was
suitable and useful in favor of more revelations and
personal excttement. Perhaps you are In tratmng-or,
perhaps you are being pulled away so that you are lost
to God’s purpose. Unfortunately, the best and fas :s!
way to LOSE SELF is to seek only to FIND SELi
When one moves beyond SELF and into UNSELFcomes the revelation worthy of a revealer. When your
prayers only focus on service to others, the relations,
then and only then can the prayer of self be answered.
That old saw about getting what you pray for (so be
careful) is quite valid. If all you do is pray for self and
for getting “things”, you will find no depth in prayer,
for God responds to the intent of heart. You may well
get the “money” you pray for by hook or crook, but will
it actually be for the bettering or fulfillment of GOD7
Impatience is but the proof of lack of faith-for
in
KNOWING, there is no doubt of needs being fulfilled
Does that mean that the most staunch will not falter or
doubt? No, .the most staunch are given even more
reason to have to discern, doubt and falter-but
the
direction of the doubt will be on self-NOT
GOD.
May we close this writing please, we have other
pressing service to attend. I would hope that each who
have directly asked comment on these topics will find
response herein.
Thank you and may we always find hearts open
enough to consider possibilities in all things. TRUTH
IS!
I salute each and all of you who struggle through
this haze of experience-always
just short of the full
expression of “knowing”. It is the way it IS-and it is
necessary, for if you, as messengers, cannot handle the
task-how can you expect the brothers to see and hear?
Again, when we outgrow “self’ in total focus-we can
get on with our task which is actually already laid forth
before us-if we but put aside the shrouds and LOOK
and ACT in the truth of the SEEING. If you find that
you are not willing to study, to grow in that which is
offered, then you may well find that you are moving in
the opposite direction-FOR
TRUTH IS! Why do men
not look where it IS-if they actually wish to find it?
Because they actually do not wish to find it for with
truth and knowing COMES RESPONSIBILITY.
Ponder it, friends.
-
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indicted the governor of Arkansas, Jim Guy Tucker,
charging him with making false statements to obtain a
federally backed loan and conspiring to defraud the
IRS. The indictment says that Tucker tried to hide
profits from a multimillion-dollar cable television deal.
The articles continue to pour in-frenzied
pieces
designed to condition the public that the “patriots” are
criminally radical crazies. The Media-Smear-Of-TheWeek! Militias were the first focus of attack, then
“right
talk-show hosts, followed by “anarchy
on the Internet”-each
perfectly orchestrated. In each
case, the concepts at issue are made to look not only
ridiculous, but dangerously so. How do they do it? The
use of trigger words is basic to their repertoire-they
get lots of mileage from those. Another key to successful media propaganda is what they DON’T SAY-the
hidden, underlying
that are projected to
condition and mislead the populace. With this technique, statements are couched, not as opinion, but as
fact so obvious as to need no elaboration-a
given.
A headline from the June 4 issue of the
“Far Right’s paranoia seeping into main-.
stream”, provides a classic example. The first three
words pack a punch-combining
a trigger expression
(“far right”) with an assumption (“paranoia”).
Since
the writer
that the “far right” is “paranoid”,
the reader is lead to do the same. There is NO discussion in this
article as to the merits of the beliefs
in point.
The word “paranoia” dismisses them as
“having no basis in fact”. The subheading, “Wild
theories gaining a voice in legislatures”, is a restatement--” wild” implies “beyond the range of acceptabilitv”. and “theories” connotes “unproven”.
Here’s an assumption-packed quote from this same
article, [quoting]:
“There is a very real reason to be concerned about
these trends,” said Ken Toole, president of the Montana Human Rights Network, which monitors rightwing extremist groups. [Note how
a

Has denied wrongdoing

ago

DESK.]

“People need to recognize that as

these
gain currency in legislative and political arenas, that
has the effect of emboldeningthe wackos on the ground.
get
people who are
being listened to in the august
halls of government, that has
tremendous legitimizing power.” [End of quoting.]
There are a couple of reasons for reading the news
analytically.
It helps to keep the
pressure at
manageable levels, possibly even preventing ulcers an’d
apoplectic fits! ! And it is important to
enemy -to understand his methods of deception1 Who
is your enemy? An enemy is simply one who opposes
another in thought.
It doesn’t necessarily involve
negative emotional trappings. The enemy of truth is
untruth, and ignorance is the key to success for ‘the
masters of the lie ,

We’ve read about some of his criminal escapades in
Michael Maholy’s C.I.A. Pipeline series (in previous
issues of
We wrote and called and faxed
him
on
behalf
of
Richard
Snell (to no avail). Now some
- - - - _._
of Governor Tucker’s chickens are coming home to
roost, as reported‘by Jeff Gerth in the June 8 issue of
fquoting:]
WASHINGTON-A
federal grand jury Wednesday

The May 1995 issue of
NEWSis a
refreshing example of responsible journalism. What’s
the difference? Simply this: In his article, “The Global
Annihilation of America”, C.B. Baker painstakingly
backs up each allegation with pages of documentation
from a variety of sources and official records. Due to
space constraints, only a brief excerpt is presented
here; for a complete (8 page) copy, send $5 to
P.O. Box 3 12, Alexandria, Virginia 223 13.
[Quoting:]
The 1iberaIestablishment media has been conducting a hiahlv coordinated propaganda campaign that is
designed to create a “conservative” IMAGE for the new
Republican Speaker of the House of Representatives,
Newt Gingrich. As a result, many Americans HAVE
BEEN‘DUI’Eb INTO BELIEVING THAT GINGRICH
IS A GENUINE “CONSERVATIVE” and a strong “OPPONENT” of President Clinton.
The media report about a conflict between Speaker
Gingrich
and President
Clinton
is a clever
disinformation SMOKE SCREEN that is designed to
conceal their close collaboration in key areas. In
reality, BOTH Bill Clinton and Newt Gingrich consider themselves to be revolutionaries
and change
agents. On the really b& issues, such as the survival
and sovereignty of the United States, Clinton and
Ginarich are New World Order. ideological twin
brothers.

When the Republicans recently took control of the
House of Representatives,
Gingrich quickly implemented a new set of rules that ended the old seniority
system. “Many of Gingrich’s proposals to ‘reform’
Congress have more to do with elevatinp the newer of
the sneaker’s office. Abandoning seniority as the main
criterion for appointing committee chairs, for example,
makes those appointed more obedient to him,” (4/95
BECAUSE HE NOW
HAS SUCH VAST POWER OVER THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS, IT IS VITAL THAT LOYAL AMERICANS DISCOVERTHE FACTS ABOUT GINGRICH’S
POLITICAL RECORD.
Because of his pro-Stalin foreign and big government tyrannical domestic policies, no real conservative
was ever fond of President Franklin Roosevelt. Economist Murray N. Rothbard reported:
“Gingrich has
repeatedly emphasized his devotion to FDR”, (labeling
him the greatest figure in the Twentieth Century).
Contrary to his claims of being against big government intervention into the U.S. economy, ConPressman
Ginnrich has voted for a whole series of laws that
EXPAND the Dower of the Federal Povernment
AGAINST individuals and companies. On May 16,
1979, he supported the Alaska Lands Bill that made
American more dependent upon foreign oil producers
(by “locking out 68 million acres of land as untouchable
‘wilderness”‘).
In Dec. 1987, he supported Federal
spending of $307 million for continuing the Environmental Stalinists’ favorite legislation-the
Endangered
Species Act (which”put the rights ofbugs, snakes, rats,
and owls above the rights of’ the American people. In
May 1990, Gingrich supported the expansion of the
Environmental Protection Agency to cabinet level status.
The 2/12/95 nationally syndicated column of Robert D. Novak reported that for many years, Speaker
Gingrich has been a member of David Rockefeller’s
infamous one-world-government-promoting
Council on
Foreign Relations (CFR). *
In 1979, ding&h voted to vastly expand the Federal Government by creating the cabinet level Department of Education, He later voted for a whole series of
big-spender Federal education bills. In 1990, Gingrich
voted t& the powerful (UNFUNDED MANDATES)
Americans With Disabilities Act, which requires small
businesses and cities to spend tens of billions of dollars.
That same law allowed the Federal Government to
conduct KGB-style actions against all private employees who “discriminate” against AIDS carriers.
Since the early 1970’s, Newt Gingrich has been
closely associated with, and a dedicated follower and
proselytizer of the ideology of Alvin and Heidi Toffler.
The l/1/95
reported that the
TofIlers ’ “ideas about historical, cultural, and economic change have profoundlv influenced Gingrich,
who is “now in a mime nosition to bring about that
change.”
The
reported: “There
is an eerie similaritv between Tofflerism and Marxism.
Look at the correspondencies.
Marxism sees civilization as proceeding in three stages, each of which corresponds to one of the Tofflers’. In the Marxist analysis,
feudalism (the equivalent of the Tofflers’ agrarian
First Wave), gives way to capitalism (the equivalent of
the ToflIers’ industrial Second Wave), and capitalism,
in turn gives way to communism (the equivalent of the
Tofflers’ cybernetic Third Wave). Each stage eventually becomes obsolete, and the next emerges, with much
-pain and dislocation, from the collapsing ruin of its
predecessor.”
This ideological similarity between Tofflerism and
Marxism, explains why Newt Gingrich is actually working so closely with the White House Marxist duo, Bill
Clinton and Al Gore, Jr.
In 1973, David Rockefeller formed his Trilateral
Commission, which promoted the deindustrialization
of America and the transfer of U.S. jobs and manufacturing capacity to Third World nations...The Tofflers’
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ideology presents a PHILOSOPHICAL JUSTIFICATION
TRILATERALIST
FOR
THE
DEINDUSTRIALIZATION
OF AMERICA. And this
ideology explains why Newt Gingrich is such a fanatical supporter of NAFTA, GATT, and the Mexican bailout.
Writing in the 10/31/93
the
Tofflers described their coming Globalist “utopia”:
“Nations, as such, are becoming less important. Powerful transnational businesses are creating information
networks that ‘bypass the nation-state framework’.”
Describing m
Americans who fight against the
wrecking of America’s vital industrial base as “Second
Wavers”, the Tofflers stated (10/13/94
TIMES): “Millions of middle-class and poor Americans
also resist the transition
to the Third Wave
(deindustrialization)
out of an often justified fear that
they will be left behind and slide further down the
economic and social slope.” The Tofflers described the
battle over the NAFTA Treaty as one “in which Second
Wavers were defeated by Third Wavers”, such as
Gingrich.
In January, shortly after the Mexican peso collapse,
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin and President Clinton
announced the first Mexican rescue plan-a huge $40
BILLION U.S. taxpayer bailout.
Clinton’s original
scheme required the prompt support of Congress. The

White House quickly met with Congressional leaders
and Federal Reserve Chairman Greenspan. The l/20/
95
reported:
Republican
Speaker of the House, Newt “GINGRICH. BECAME
THE MOST VOCAL SUPPORTER OF THE RESCUE
at the White House meeting.”
Gingrich actuallv coached Clinton on better propaganda methods to be employed in selling the bailout to
the public, telling the President that he should “spend
more time explaining” the proposal, (2/13/95)
The plotters behind the Mexicanbailout conspiracy
have devised an odious new scheme to loot the funds of
insurance and commercial bank accounts. Treasury
Secretary Robert E. Rubin, Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan, House Speaker Newt Gingrich, and
House Banking Chairman James Leach are all trying to
repeal the Glass-Steagall Act that forbids the merger of
securities firms and banks. They claim that such a
repeal “would foster competition”.
In truth, such a
reoeal is extremelv dangerous to the stabilitv of the
entire US. financial system. Repeal of Glass-Steagall
will let the big bankers and plutocrats utilize vacuum
cleaner-like action to suck UD insurance reserves and
commercial bank deposits throughout America.
The
reported
that Goldman Sachs & Co. and J.P. Morgan & Co.

support Congressman Leach’s bill, which permits “THE
BANKING ORGANIZERS TO ENJOY GREATER
POWERS THAN THEY MIGHT OTHERWISE
HAVE”...The & purpose of the Glass-Steagall Act
repeal is to LOOT THE NATION’S ECONOMIC RESOURCES TO PAY FOR EXPECTED uncoming bailouts in other countries AROUND THE WORLD. [End
of quoting.]

Even in the mainstream media, stories abound
relating a wide range of governmental intrusions into
Here’s one by Valerie
the lives of U.S. citizens.
Richardson which appeared in the May 22-28 issue of
the
[quoting:]
For Billy Ray Shivers, hunting for old metal tokens
and other relics in the abandoned sawmills near his east
Texas home was nothing but a harmless hobby. It
became something else the day federal agents raided
his home. On March 1, 1992, the retired Air Force
master sergeant was searching for tokens with two
friends at the Aldridge Sawmill in the Angeliana
National Forest when he was accosted by agents from
the U.S. Forest Service. Although Sgt. Shivers told
them he had permission from a local ranger to search
there, they confiscated his
metal detector,
token
pouch and digger.
Two days later, the
agents returned, this time
to Sgt. Shivers’ home in
Longview, Texas.
With
Part of the British manipulation of populist groups has been Larthem were three armed pory Nithols. shown above brandishing a gun and promising to meet
lice officers. As one ofPresident
Clinton at “High Noon.” Xichols’s indiscretion
ficer
stood guard over his
called the Boulder icolo.)
occurred on May 11.1994 before a
wife,
Mary,
the agents went
Patriots.
through the house “like a
Since his rediscovery by Ambrose Evans-Pritchard in February
storm,” said Sgt. Shivers.
1994. Nichols has been on tour virtually non-stop addressing such
militia-style groups. One of his major sponsors has been the Rev.
“They took everything I
, Jerry Falweti. whose front group. Citizens for Honest Government,
had except the furnitureproduced a videotape called “The Clinton Chronicles.” which feamy grandfather’s
pocket
tures Nichols. The “Chronicles” reprise a series of unsubstantiated
watch,
my
wife’s
college
smears against the President.
papers, books, jars of wheat
Nichols’s roadshow has been managed by a publicist for Citizens
pennies,” Sgt. Shivers refor Honest Government, Nick Ashton. Ashton. a British national, is
also the media coordinator for Nichols. In a Jan. 4 interview with
called. “They tried to take
EIR, Ashton denied that Nichols was threatening the President, and
my war medals from Vietdeclared his trust in the editor and publisher of the Sunday Tele
nam-my Bronze Star, my
graph. Ambrose Evans-Pritchard’s immediate boss.
Cross of Gallantry. I told
For more information, see Executive Intelligence Review magathem they’d have to kill
zine Vol. 21, No. 48.
me to do it.”
As shocked as Sgt.
Shivers was at his treatment at the hands of government agents, he was
even more astonished when
he was accused of viofating the Archaeological
Resources Protection Act
(ARPA). Passed in 1979,
the law is aimed at prosecuting looters who plunder the nation’s historic
ruins for profit. According to Sgt. Shivers and
other collectors, the law is
being used increasingly to
harass hobbyists motivated
by their enthusiasm for
historical relics.
In the
process, they say, longtime
r;ollectors of musket balls,
i’i(‘i”,
$:,Jn LWiS
“‘ws‘SiL,rfl*c
coins or Indian ~~owh~
~~~~S~ INT~~LIG~NC~ A.cxNT and ‘IaurnaW
fW@Qse
THE REV. JERRY FALWELL, shown here last November with, to the left of the picture, ADL &X
ed to
are being
Abraham Foxman.
as-Pritchard.
~~y~~~rne~~-s~o~s~r~d
This is part of an article by Anton Chaitkk in tb
29 issue of THE N~W~~~E~~i~headlined
“British Terrorists Set Up Dumb
searches, seizures, even
U.S. ‘Tories’ as Fake ‘Patriots’ “. Hmmmmn, I notice that this Lyndon LaRouche publication always “sticks up for” Bill Clinton. So,
jail.
be sure your common sense and discernment antennae are tuned in!
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GRATEFUL

THANKS

We bow in appreciation to you who have rallied and
sent the necessary material for some colloidalizing
electrodes. I would like to plaster your names in bold
headlines across these pages but we know that would
not serve your privacy or your preference. We simply
offer thanks and await the opportunity of recognition.
Around here the minds ponder: “What would we have
if we had all that gold George took-to turn into lifeprotection product?”
Well, beloved friends, GOD
WORKS IN MYSTERIOUS WAYS HIS WONDERS
TO PERFORM-hold
it in your hearts!
I need to offer more information on the DIFFERENCES in the products between Gold [Au] Colloidal
solution and Silver [Ag] Colloidal solution. (We, for
anti-biological use, begin with Silver Colloid solution
up the “frequency” through the introduction of
electrodes which are gold and put a trace of gold into
the finished solution. We then turn up the frequency
further with the living cells of Drias which are already
at a Solar frequency. We find, however, that the Drias
are insatiable little friends and will detoxify every
thing-including
the Silver we want for external use.
Set a solution in the sun and the Drias will actually
absorb and CHANGE everything into DNA/RNA immune system FIGHTERS. But we don’t want just to
build a bigger and better immune system in all instances (that is ongoing) but need a fighter and killer
solution against any invading organisms WITHOUT
CONVERSION. So we have to offer the non-integrated
colloids for various purposes. Gold colloid taken internally does wondrous things but is totally non-reactive
except for the integrated “frequency” pattern which
works internally. In other words, placed on an organism it will be quite inert. However, the addition of Gold
Colloid into the body is unmatched in its beneficial
qualities.
Perhaps the place to begin is with gold: The chemical symbol is “Au” which stems from the Latin “Aurum”
which comes from the word “aura” or “aurous” meaning: pertaining to, or containing, Gold. Colloidal Gold
is, by definition, a pure, all-natural mineral supplement composed of minute particles of gold, electromagnetically
charged and suspended in pure water
(colloidalized).
Some producers have “Aurum” as part
of their trade name. This colloidal is a tasteless and
totally rron-toxic solution.
This is usually a rosepurple solution.
Gold is probably one of the oldest used substances
for medicinal purposes. It has no equal for affecting
positively the physical body, in health as well as in
sickness. Somewhere around 1885, colloidal gold was
commonly used in the US as the basis of the cure for
alcoholism (yes, that is what I said). Of course back
then they referred to “alcoholism” by the term “dipsomania-. Additional uses include treatments for ARTHRITIS,
skinnlcers,bumsandcertainnervedamages.
the same GERMI-

CIDAL/ANTIBIOTIC
of colloidal silver directly applied; it has a tremendous effect if taken
internally for such as Syphilis and other diseases without other effective treatments. Still, it does NOT act as
does silver in its antibacterial topical properties of
instant antisepsis/antimicrobial
abilities.
Gold, however, has always been noted (in its colloidal form) for its tremendous ability to balance and
harmonize the emotional body. This is particularly in
regards to unstable mental and emotional states such as
“depression”, “autism”, “Alzheimer’s” and thus and
so. Colloidal Gold can reverse Alzheimer’s in less than
48 hours, it has been found. I would give it longer to act
than 48 hours because the damaged brain cells have to
recover in order to have full recovery of function and
that takes longer if full-blown active degeneration has
occurred.
Gold has, further, a direct effect on the
rhythmic, balancing, healing activity of the heart muscle
itself as it impacts and increases blood circulation. It
is highly beneficial in rejuvenating sluggish organsespecially the brain-as
gold is the best electric conductor yet recognized for carrying nerve charges. The
tiny particles of gold will settle right into the connectors of the nervous system. I would always suggest that
nerve-compromised paralysis victims-get
onto heavy
intake of Gold Colloid. In this instance I have a recent
example: Mr. Superman Reeve who has not got a
“severed” spinal cord, but rather, a traumatized spinal
cord and disruption of the nervous system “co~ectors”.
Gold has been found very useful in cases of glandular and nervous incoordination.
It helps to rejuvenate
the glands and stimulates the nerves which releases the
pressure and allows the signals for function to reach
through to the various organs and glands. There are
many ways to impair nerve functions (which is the
entire directive system to the body), trauma being the

most notable but least often the “cause” of impaired
function. In all cases of improper function of glands
and organs, it is because the original “brain” “orders”
are not reaching through properly to direct function of
which you are consciously unaware.
A very visible response to Colloidal Gold intake is
easily seen in cases of body temperature regulation
(i.e., chills, hot flashes, night sweats, etc.). Here we do
not refer to fever as in infection, although the presence
of gold will bring the fever down rapidly following
“crisis” passage-especially
if, in conjunction with the
Gold, the anti-microbial used is SILVER. I don’t speak
of any other antibiotic on the market for they have their
own dastardly side-effects to counter.
It works in alcoholism and diet control because it
weakens the desire for alcohol as well as food intake
because of the balancing action on the brain’s craving
or need for such overindulgence or addiction. Used in
conjunction with, or alternatively with, silver, gold
helps build strong natural defenses against all diseases
and promotes renewed vitality and longevity.
The problem was, in the ancient past, that there
was no way to easily produce a colloidalized product
because of the lack of contained electricity.
That
changed, readers, with the work of Michael Faraday.
1791
1867
a

do

a

Prior to Faraday’s discoveries it was quite difficult to ionize or
“peel” particles of anything, which can now be accomplished through electrolytic reactions.
Alchemy

JUNE 13, 1995
(or catalytic action) usually tends
to change the properties of whatever is being catalyzed. However,
you can go all the way back to
ancient Egypt and find that gold
was the principal tool in medical
practices. The practitioners were
not always called Physicians, but
rather, “Alchemists”.
The Chinese of today have not forgotten
the lessons and, especially in the
rural areas, the ongoing rice pot
will have its resident gold coin so
that a bit of gold can be returned to
the bodies through the food.
The substance of gold and
particulate gold was referred to
relative to the “Sun” for its lifeenhancing properties. Monatomic
gold IS THE BASIS OF CELLULAR ABILITY TO PROGRAM
DNA/RNA. THIS VERY FACT IS
WHY IT IS CONSIDERED PRECIOUS-NOT
ITS VALUE AS A
“PRECIOUS” METAL FOR MONEY. However, the
would-be-rulers of all mankind LEARNED THE VALUE
OF GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM, ETC., for its lifegiving properties and tried to “get it all”, as mankind is
prone to do.
I am asking our team to make it available to you. I
will work with them in processing now that we have the
starting equipment.
We cannot inhibit the direct
antibacterial actions of our colloidal silver to have the products intertwined. You will have to “mix” them at intake.
Some of these new “mystery” viruses attack the
nervous system as well as hit the lungs and drown you.
The gold is so effective for benefiting the digestive
system as to be incredibly useful in getting the silver to
its necessary locations through oral intake. Remember,
YOU are not ALLOWED BY LAW to take anything
through injection or intravenous in the U.S.; therefore,
you have to keep your stomach
in condition to accept the oral
intake without heaving it back
up and out. Remember flu symptoms include vomiting and diarrhea. This is why you have to
be able to ingest the solution
and then get it passed on through
to the intestines where the silver can have contact with the
organisms causing the diarrhea.
You can build your immune
system to such an extent that
you can ward off the disease but
you are going to have to have
more than that-and
that is
some anti-microbial (antibiotic)
which directly confronts the organisms themselves with a frequency and antibacterial quality to physically and instantly
act to kill the organisms. Overwhelming infections and massive infestations will be dumped
on you so you will need all the
arms and shielding you can
get-within
and without.
The people around here who
have the wildlife feeding and
watering near the houses are
having water suppled from
drinking pans with water levelers so that the water can be
treated with hydrogen peroxide
and OxySol. That way, where
you have such as here, the endangered species wherein you
cannot kill the rodents and/or
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to silver filters and
electrodes for water
treatment because the
regular
treatment
methods don’t work
against the new forms
of parasites and invading carriers of disease organisms. It is
not planned that any
MAJOR water supplies
be
thusly
treated!
Good luck,
World. However, in
lieu of good LUCK, I
suggest you make every effort to acquire
protective items. We
will offer what we can
but the choices are always up to your own
discretion.
Are these “old”
remedies just outbirdlife, you can protect them from the animal-borne
dated and worthless? No, the world functioned a very
diseases such as Bubonic Plague organisms. The recent long time before Mr. Salk, Smith, Klein and French,
Bubonic Plague, when moving into human hosts, is Abbott and Meadeberg came up with such as the DRUGS
now moving directly to the lungs. In most cases now in and DANGEROUS antibiotics for the purpose of lining
hospitals it is called Pneumonic Plague and is deadly their pockets with THE GOLD AND SILVER. If “they”
indeed. It is one of the new “untreatable” diseases can bury the history of any such things as gold and
which is NOT from the fungal/yeast family turned and silver colloids-they
can have it all-after
they get rid
tampered into viral forms. All of your original organ- of you “useless eaters”.
Colloidal Silver alone has been shown to take out
isms have been converted intentionally into crystalline
programmed viral forms. Zinc is no longer the mol- the HIV virus in 48 hours. Moreover, and especially
ecule of choice to hold the “head” or “cap” to the with Gaiandriana intake, the immune system will
crystalline form of viruses because we told you how to cleanse the traces that show HIV readings.
Those
knock the zinc out and shatter the virus. The molecule readings will go away eventually with only Colloidal
of choice today is Titanium-so
you need up-frequenSilver use. The problem is that if the contacts of
tied counter-action.
This is why we have taken the physical nature continue-the disease continues. Again,
Silver and increased its potential.
CHOICES!
I will chat with our “doers” here and see if we can’t
A lot of places (mostly outsi,de the U.S.) are turning
get a colloidal gold
solution
available
right away. Remember something important here: There is no
creed, color, race or
person chosen for this
which
to
upon
“work”. Red, or YelBlack
or
low,
White-all
are precious in HIS sight.
ALL are SACRED.
We speak of that
which is truth. We
recognize no COLOR
LINES and our products have no singular
“selection”
as to
“natural” or otherwise. Ponder something else please: Jew
and Gentile of the
human species-are
in trouble! There are
no “chosen ones” to
be saved by God as
such and you who
claim to be “chosen”
by the ritualistic presenters
of THEIR
OWN VERSION OF
SALVATION, ARE
IN
IMMEDIATE
JEOPARDY.
Thank you and
good morning.

HistoricalOverview.
Of The
OccultConspiracy
well in 1814, that British representatives of the Guelphic of Waterloo, resulting in his second exile, to the South
House of Hanover further established their
Atlantic island of St. Helena. “Thus,” said Nesta
Webster in her
“the fifteen years
the
during which Napoleon held the reins of power were
the only period... during which Europe had peace from
the devastating fire of Illuminism kindled by
in
Weishaupt.”
-

of
CONTACT,

ROTHSCHILD:
THE PURSE

THE
Then afterward came Napoleon’s dramatic escape from Elba, his
march on Paris, and his unfortunate defeat at the Battle

{by D.E.G.)

I

I

[QUOTING, PART 17:]
NAPOLEON

TO WEISHAUPT

The year 1814 is noteworthy because of
the abdication of Napoleon and his exile to
Elba, which was followed by the Treaty of
Paris ending the Napoleonic Wars (or so they
thought). There then came the Congress of
Vienna, where the heads of state met in solemn assembly to discuss the settlement of
post-war Europe and to supposedly put a stop
to the rampant terrorism then being fomented
by the Illumiaati. This was actually the first
at forming a League of Nations, but it
was torpedoed by nones other than Czar
Alexander I of Russia, who had by now awakened to the truth of what the Freemasons were
up to. A devout Christian, he had learned of
the secret plot to create a One World Socialist
Government. As a result, the RothschildIlluminati combine set their sights on a future
takeover of
and the elimination of the
Czar and his Imperial Court. This was also
the year of the formation by the Ilhiminati of
a major Carbonari front, the
Romaine, also known as the
in
Italy, which was similar to the
they had created in Germany two yeais earlier.
This group, whose stated purpose was the
takeover of the Vatican at Rome, was headed
by Carl Mayer Rothschild, B. Nubius and Piccolo Tigre. It
also during this Congress, I

By this j~n~tu~, the Rothschild brothers
were firmly established in their seats of power
and were fast becoming the masters of Europe,
through their “terrible power of the purse”.
(1777-1836) had establis~~ the English Branch of London, which in 1810, as
N.M. Rothschild & Company, set up its HQ at
New Court. He then became financial advisor
to the powerful Duke of Wellington and to
Tallyrand (France’s conspiratorial Ambassador to the Court of St. James); Jacob (17921868) had set up the French Branch at Paris,
where he became lord of France during the
Republic and Empire periods as confidant of
General Changarnier {Commander-in-chief of
the National Guard}, King Charles I and then
King Louis Philippes; Salomon (1774-1855),
who had stayed behind to help build the German Branch at Frankfort, became the future
Treasurer of the German Confederation and
advisor to Otto von Bismarck (the Iron Chancellor of Germany}. Since the inception of the
House of Rothschild, there have only been 60
male heirs, each of which at
has inherited
$150
to insure a regal continuation of
the Family line.
BILDERBERGER

SOCIETY.

Speaking of Frankfort, during Gctober 1993
was selected by the
in
Europe, as the new site of the New World
Order’s Central Ba:nkHQ. This massive bank,
housed in the tallest building fn Frankfort
(equipped with telescopic
will soon
be issuing a single world currency.
I

.
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~~~~~~~C~~
P conl- 1840 thew
ey und joint ec@tr&bnnk aud single lista the New
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gskll)

The ensuing decades of the early Nineteenth Gen-,
tury also saw &e rim of the subversive Nlbllists in
Russia (1818), followed by
rising there
seven years later. There was then the formation of the
sinister League
in Germany, during 1829,
an Iii~inati front that later financed Karl Marx and
his Communisf Man@eesto.
known as the
its AMERICAN leaders, Horace
Greeley, Charles Dana and Clinton Roosevelt, that very
year formed a committee in New York City to raise
for the new international movement known as
ground subversive movements. This resulted the
following
the
during
which King Charles I was overthrown and Louis Phillip
(son of the Due d’orleans) duly installed,
a stooge of
Jacob Mayer

a

sect of 1801 the Sam&
but this one headed by
Gea. Albert
with Mazzini running its Rome
affiliate (there ~8s another chapter in Berlin as well).
Interestingly,
was
twenty
years
that the order for the state of South Caroiina to withdraw from the Union was issued,
leading to the opening scenes of the Rothschild-fomented
OF
THE

ANTICEIRIST

The next organization of extreme importance to
our scenario is one apparently founded simultaneously
in London and New York during 1843--the
Also known as “Sons
ficzael
this secret Jewish Masonic fraternity
was the creation of
3rd Viscount (1784-186% an English
statesman who three years later became Foreign Secretary under Lord Jahn Russell and served him for five
years. Lord Palmerston formally established the
around the same
time, working in tandem with twelve powerful Rabbis, whose purpose it
to
I

Freemasans is the ancient
known as Ormuad, an entity referred to rinthe Christian Bible-as
direct lineal descendant
of this decidedly perverse belief system, the B’nai
B’rith (and its more modern front
Defamation League)
a

Reading through the massive
ponderous esoteric tome,
Dogmrr, compiled by the mad
sexual libertine Gen.
find that in the
horrifying ancient ceremonies of Mithraism, “human
fiturity looked fbr irp
firm adherent of the Rites of Mithras and a dedicated
--Luciferian, this man was the “Grand Commander the
Supreme Council of the Thirty-Third De8ree for the
Southern Jurisdiction of the United States” (from 1859
to 1891). Pike was also at this time the
of
the venomous underground criminal or~~tion*
the
Bavaria Order of the Illuminati. having jnher~ted~t
unsavory mantle from Guiseppe’Maazi& upon his deENSUING
INTRIGUE
SOCIETIES
BLOSSOM

a

The remaining years of the Ninetee~~ Century
(During the next century, the B’nai B’rith would were equally filled with such intrigue, as well as inwork closely with the Soviet KGB,) Years later, terminable wars, revolutions and assassinations. Since
serving under Queen Victoria, Temple would be Great it would take an encyclopedia to cover every event, I
Britain’s Prime Minister from 1859to 1865, oversee- will here merely list those key items and orga~xa~ons
ing all of England’s subversion in the United States pertinent to our Outline, such as the formation of tKe s
during the U.S. Civil War
well as the plot to
at London by the Germankey Jews,
and
in 1847; the
Ro~sohiid agent in the South overseeing this enter- issuance of the Communi9t
by the radical
prise was
Banjam$n, a ~ep~r~c Jew who
in 1848; and the massive Iil~i~tihad been born in the British West Indies and later on inspired
that swept most of Europe’ that
lived in Charleston, where in 1827 he had been same year and into the next. The year 1850 saw
inducted into the Hebrew Orphan Aid Society (a formation of the
precursor to the B’nai B’rith). Overseeing operafollowed fourteen years later by fortions in the North was August Bdmont, a former mation of the
at
private secretary to the British Rothschilds who had London, convened on September 28, 1864 by Karl
arrived in New York City from London in 1837 and Marx, then living as a guest in England. It was also
rose to become Chairman of the Democratic Par&y. known as “The Jewish Interna~oMl~ and the “Internaall this tionai Workingmen’s Union”.
The
was equally busy durYIDDISH

SECRET

CODE

As we see in Leon de Poncins’ book,
(mentioned earlier), the
1 Jewish Masonic Order of B’nai B’rith was described
thusiy: “It divides the world into eleven districts, of
which seven are in the United States. The number of
Lodges is about 500, with nearly 100,000 adherents...
According to well-informed sources* there is in the
B’nai
B’rith a aoer position of secret societies ending
CECIL. BLOC;
in a single governing power. Above t& E’lsi B’-ith
OCTOPUS
AND
B’nai Nosh& then the B’nai Zibn, and finally
the hidden centre of supreme command.” And that, my
Webster, in kt*
During 1830, there was formed at bdon a power- friends, was BACK IN 1928.
book on Secret Societies, speaks of “The B’nai B’rith,
any-i~uenti~
group of metf knam as ahe
(Or
the brainchild of British ~m~ox~I
Socialist Robed Poaie Zion, the Jewish Bund, and
Afihur T&b& Gascoyne Cc&#, 8 wgg&jty descendant Jewish Inte~a~e~~ Union of sO&liS&),..~ Sbe reof the co-founder of British Intelligence. It would veals that, “The actioa of printing their pidgin Ge&in Hebrew characters, procontinue. to carry out the directives as laid down by man,
by means
It was vides the Jews with a more less
those still in charge in The City
from
j in this year that Weishaupt, founder of the Iiluminati, of wbish their ideas and aspirations are
passed on, but his successors continued on in his foot- the great mass df the Gentiles (Pg. 383).”
steps. The following year, the new head of the Iliuminati,
formed this subversive group
Italy at Rome. In 1832 there was formed at
Both the ~‘nai B’rith and Zionism, of course, age
YaIe Univer&y the Iliuminist
&m&s, fo&pwefj five years l&r by *e &&
IM and alwqfs have beesa extreme Lefiist Socialist euliir,
old Scottish Rite of Freemasoury, of

GFW & BEAR

I

I
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ing this period, for in 1868 came the formation of the
York, the
1877 (founded by the Jew,
andboth the
and the
in London during 1884. In the meantime, the
programmed agents of the Conspiracy had assassinated
Czar Alexander II of Russia, and then a short while
later, President James Garfield, during the early months
of 188 1. There followed the formation of the Socialist
held at Brussels during 1889,
convened by
Vandervelde was
then the leader of Freemasonry in Belgium and would
maintain that position into the 1920s. Two years after
this important conference came the formation in London of the
an extremely subversive, high-level organization headed by Cecil Rhodes,
Alfred Milner and Lord Nathaniel Rothschild. In that
same year, 1891, came the takeover of the occultic
by the Fabian
Socialist
and her co-conspirator
the two of whom then created
and
to carry forth their bizarre ideas. Finally, to
top off the century, there was held at Basel, Switzerland
the
convened by
There were, of course, dozens of
other such subversive groups that came and went during those years but I believe you get the idea. The
enemy
[END QUOTING OF PART 171
This is a good place to break the writing because we
will next take up THIS century in this complex, but
simplistic when laid forth in LIGHT, history. I believe
that EVERY person who would take part in a REBUILDING of the nations should have required study
of all this historical information-prior
to sitting on
any Committee, Jury or Panel. How can you build upon
clean and fertile soil if you have NO IDEA WHAT HAS
TAKEN PLACE PRIOR TO NOW? How can you build
,a nation on GOD’s LAWS if you find that you are
simply continuing a construction on the very laws
rendered AGAINST GOD’? It is certainly not mine to
push or force-but
it would seem that only in TRUTH
OF HISTORICAL FACT can you even begin to accomplish FREEDOM. You are going to find that your own
beloved writer, Ian Fleming, is part and parcel of the
world dominion by these CREEPS. Even the founder of
the British Boy Scouts, Baden Powell, was one of this
Elite Leadership. How better to “grow up” your babes
INTO this chaotic environment?
You have come a
long, long way, citizens, and now stand on the very
brink of the cliff into oblivion and the Dark Age’s
return. Truth is not hard to take ifyour intent be toward
right-it
is simply HARD TO LOCATE among the

intended confusions and outright lies presented as that
which YOU SEE AND HEAR.
Who am “I”? Who “I” AM does not matter, dear
friends.
WHO ARE YOU? DO NOT CONCERN
ABOUT “ME”. CONCERN ABOUT THE TRUTH
LAID FORTH FOR YOUR NOT-TOO-LATE USE. IN
THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOWS COMES THE
SELECTION AND CHOICES OF LIFE JOURNEYS.
WHAT WILL BE YOURS? I HAVE MADE MINE; I
SERVE GOD IN LIGHT, AS DO MY PEOPLE,
These writings will not get “better*‘, friends, for
truth is not pretty as regards the taking of a world and
owning it in the name of Satan. Nonetheless, we shall
continue to offer and perhaps a few will see and hear.
Salu.

[QUOTING,

PART 18:]

INTELLIGENCE,
MI-5
OPIUM
Rushing forward now, to
century, as we read in
by Page, Leitch and Knightly
(London, 1968), “The British government has had
secret departments at least since Elizabethan times,
when Mr. Secretary Walsingham was supposed to run
the best intelligence network in Europe.” Yet there is
no evidence that this much-ballyhooed
intelligence
network ever did
to stem the tide of either the
embryo Socialist or Communist Internationals, or any
of the subversive organizations I have itemized. In
fact, as you may have noticed, a great many of these
conspiracies found their birth and subsequent nexus in
the very headquarters of the
World Revolution.
As these patriotic
British authors then inform us, the Security Service, otherwise known as MI-S,
was not founded until 1909, and then by
the Committee of Imperial Defense. Its
first Director was a young Army officer
and veteran of the Boxer Rebellion, Captain Vernon Kell. Again, what was not
mentioned by these otherwise faultless
reporters was the fact that the rebellion
in China of a decade earlier was brought
on by the British East India Company’s
flooding of that massive country with
dispersed for the express purpose
of subverting, destabilizing, and taking
over the Manchu Dynasty and crushing
the I Ho Ch’uan.
Then in 1911, “another department
was set up to handle offensive espionage.. . named at first MI-lc.
Its first
Director
was Captain
Mansfield
Cumming, RN, and it fairly soon became
known as the Secret (or Special) Intelligence Service.
After the First World
War, during the Thirties, its alternative
designation was changed from MI-lc to
MI-6.” As then mentioned, some of the
top agents of these services included such
individuals as

Dawn and a sicko Satanist; Le Car& is a Leftist author
and Soviet apologist; and Powell was a known homosexual pederast! Typical.

We are also told that the Twenties were: “the
heyday of agents like Sidney
the Russian Jew
who became known as ‘Britain’s Master Spy’. According to his biographer Robin Bruce Lockhart, Reilly
began operating around the turn of the century, and
performed such amazing deeds as securing the Persian
oilfields for Britain, almost singlehanded.”
Again,
what these writers neglected to say about Reilly was
that his real name was actually
or that he was in reality a crypto-Communist agent, a
double-agent, and a repulsive sexual libertine. He was
also an accomplished assassin. This illegitimate “offspring of an adulterous relationship between his mother
and Dr. Rosenblum” (the Jewish doctor who had attended her), is even known to have had his own
murdered, as he had earlier murdered her previous
husband!
(Lockhart,
of
Hodder, 1967.)
While operating in Russia during WW-I for the British,
actually for the City of London, Rosenblum-Reilly
controlled the firm of Blohm & Voss, through which
the British Intelligence Service gained access to all of
Germany’s warship plans. While in Moscow he came
in close contact with the powerful and legendary
(later Sir Basil)
a

PHILIPDRU:ADMNISTRATOR

and also
founder of the
British Boy Scouts. But again, what was
not mentioned by these authors was the
following: Buchan was a member of the
Rhodes-Milner Group, who had been re1935

by “being raised to a barony as Lord
Tweedsmuir and sent to Canada as Governor-General” (according to
Prof. Carroll
Quigley, Pg 56); Wheatley was a

1712

the Jewish owner of in the United States. Another loyal Rothschild agent,
Wiseman occupied the plush apa~ent
in Washin~o~
a top banker connected with the Morgan-controlled
Guar- D.C. above that of
Jew and agent of the British Vickers anty Trust Company of New York-before,
during, and during World War I, and served as a personal emissary
In Czarist times, to London and Paris for President Woodrow Wilson.
Corporation, who was also operating for the Rothschilds after the Bolshevik Revolution.
in Russia at that time (19 17). Rosenblum-Reilly and Aschberg had been the J.P. Morgan agent in Russia Col. House, the odious and unsmiling Marxist adviser
Zaharoff also worked quite closely in revolutionary
who had negotiated Ioans from the West, serving as to President Wilson (and his “alter ego” and puppeRussia with a number of key members and agents of the financial intermediary between Western bankers and teer), was quite obviously taking orders from his secret
the Bolsheviks. After the Revolution, this Red agent “control”, Wiseman.
British Round Table Group in Moscow and Petrograd,
the first Soviet
a
who were issuing orders and distributing massive fund- became head of the
ing to the mainly Jewish Bolshevik leaders, helping to international bank (with a branch in London), while
one Max May, a vice president of Morgan-Guaranty
a
Nicholas II.
Trust of NYC, became director and chief of the
foreign office. The American branch of
this operation was controlled by the Rothschild’s junior partner,
Yet another such
Jewish agent of the Rothschil~R~kefeller
Cabal was
a Marxist representative of an
American firm in Petrograd during 1917. This Red
an
as agent was active in “Colonel”
was,a
phony Red Cross mission to Soviet Rusa
sia, and later became the chief Bolshevik agent in
was
Scandinavia (until he was finally deported from NorGumberg then became the was
way for his treachery).
a
personal assistant to the Jewish financier
continue
bash
at Chase Bank in New York, and later on to Floyd
Odium of the Atlas Corporation. The origins of Chase
Also working for and with the Rothschild crowd of Bank go back to 1799 when it was founded as the
anhattan Company of New York-by
Alexander

a the Nya Banken of Stockholm, a Bolshevik-communist

HOUSE
80,000

It is also of
considerable interest to note that, according to the
March 6.1920 edition of the French Dublication.
Culholique: “Of the 25 leading Bolshevik
officials in Russia’s Revolution, 34
This
includes Trotsky, whose name was Bronstein when I
lived in New York City. (Name changing is common
among Jews.. .) The 25th, Lenin himself, was partJewish and married to a jewess.”
Actually, Lenin,
Stalin and Trotsky were
And later on, after
Stalin oversaw the assassinationof his arch-rival, Lenin,
Josef Stalin (true name
would rule the Soviet
Union as a mere front man for the real power in Russia,
his Khazarian Deputy Premier and

{see previous page).]
The eminent Col. House
the theu-anon~ous
author of the strange and prophetic book. Philip QI”u:
(1912), wherein he had laid out his
clever plan for the ultimate Socialist takeover of
America-with
In this amazingly
revealing book, House explained that he was working
toward ‘Socialism as dreamed of by Karl Marx”. Thanks
to Comrade House and his fellow conspirators, the
Rockefellers and the Warburgs, we now have a heavy
and progressive
and all the other delights of
the final
of the Communist/Zionist takeover of America1
House’s book was carefully ~ctionalize~ of course, but
he wus
Philip Dru as portrayed, nonetheless.
@ND QUOTING OF PART 181

In the meantime, the “key man in New York” for
Let us take break, please. We will take up with
the British Secret Intelligence Service was a partic- your President Wilson, a Freemason
ularly aggressive
named
when we
head of the British Purchasing Commission continue this evil intrigue.
b i.

“This journal which comes in ‘fantasy’ format is,
in fact,
“It was decided that we would first bring forth an
‘acceptable’ story line that would bear a particular
message to the ones awaiting instructions and the
knowledge that the time offinal instructions and ‘countdown’ is at hand...”
-HATONN
This journal is about the adventures of three people
and their encounters with Native Americans of the
Sipapu and their Space Brothers.
It describes their
amazing experiences after showing up at the Nevada
nuclear bomb test site for a protest.
You will also find revelations large and small, from
the ancient past and the future.
“. This was THE first work by “dharma”, thought
to be a Fantasy but now appreciated as
beginning of
an en-Light-ening
Reality Journey. With help from
Little Crow of the Lakota, Dharma’s public mission of
translation for Higher Teachers begins here, as a sensitive love story of the Purification Times, which brings
together a mystical “ancient” group from the “past”, a
Pleiadian space expedition from the “future”, and some
awakening volunteers from Earth’s “present”.
Sipapu
is in the early stages of being made
into a motion picture utilizing
Pleiadian advanced
technology of Futuronics.

“Who is Ashtar? I suppose great volumes of ‘stuff’
been written about Ashtar, the entity. I will
endeavor to identify myself so that flourishes are not
added by cherished ones. I have been called a ‘Christian Commander from Venus’, a ‘Supreme Director in
charge of all of the spiritual Program’ for your planet.
“I am honored, but I believe it would be more
suitable to state that I am a dominant commander from
the Etheric realms. Here, I always confront trouble, for
your words do
not actually
define my position. I shall
attempt
at
simple explanation.
“I
have
been around
for a very, very
long time. Un* * *
der the sponsorship (I suppose is a good
I AM ASHTAR
enough word)
AC
1 A..,4
y:, _L _ _, “” z
Mrcnaer ana
the Great Central Sun government
of
this, your galaxy. I suppose
I rank overall
second in command.
I am
not
a
discarnate eni ergy (spirit); I
, am an etheric
~ being. I have
never
taken
human embodiment upon planet Earth. Many have inferred such; it is
not true. I have been far too involved with affairs of the
Universe to prattle around in human format on Earth.
I serve at a very high involvement as a member of the
councils scattered throughout this Universal Sector,
serving in an advisory capacity at strategic levels of
intergalactic affairs. I share responsibility with Esu
Immanuel (Jesus) Sananda for the airborne divisions of
-ASHTAR
the Brotherhood of Light.”
Some important topics covered are: EARTH = BOTTOM OF LADDER. Space people and Spirit peopleContact since late 1940s-How dark brothers workReincarnation
begins-The
Martian influenceNuclear war could damage fabric of space--CHRIST’s
TEACHINGS SHOWED THE WAY. Signs: Time is
here. No dead martvrs.

I

I

“You and I know that millions have
died for freedom. And we appreciate
beyond all human understanding the efforts and lives they gave so we could
enjoy a certain measure of freedom. We
will carry on now to regain those freedoms stealthily stolen from us by those
who were supposed to watch out for our
Instead they have looked after
their own selfish interests ahead of the
common man. Way ahead. Let us now
take up
pen, which is mightier than
the sword, in the singular struggle to
regain our constitutional rights.
“Let this be your clarion call if you
have not heard one yet. This is it. Take
effective action now in your own sphere
of influence and keep at it. The battle of
words and wits
only begun. With
God the Creation backing those
struggle for freedom there is only one
outcome: Victory! Take action now.
“Your inner self will urge you what
to do. Do it as long as it follows God’s
rules. Of course, you all (readers) are
doing the best you can. This is meant for
-A Friend
the fence sitters.”
Some of the important topics ineluded are: St. Germain and our 4th of
July (Independence Day)--Where
gone?-Pan
Am flight 103 and its links to
the CIA, the Syrian-Lebanon hostages and the
Clinton connection, etc.-Details of the Monarch
Mind-Control Proaramming-Bo
Gritz connectiondon’t like my religion??-Continuation
of
from Ronn Jackson-Militias
nection-Linda
Thompson on armed militia and
insurrection-U.N.
Committee and sodomyGlue bombs.
The time to get informed is NOW! Though
most will remain blissfully unaware.
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The times in which we live in do not afford us the
opportunity to keep life simple enough that health can
be taken for granted by just ingesting food and water.
The game rules have been changed by bureaucrats
(directed by crooks higher up the ladder) who dictate
questionable farming practices which, when added to
the already choking pollutions of our atmosphere and
water, ends up depleting the soil, the food supply, plus
the air & water we breath of many of the essential
nutrients that would otherwise allow our bodies to
function optimally.
Aside from a core of products that New Gaia carries
which will be discussed further on in this article, two
brand new products are being offered that are extremely
important to present first.
They are
and
a combination of Colloidal Silver,
Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline Drias.
This combination of ingredients has produced a product that is so high-frequency and potent that it could
quite possibly be the solution to our ongoing fight
against the new antibiotic-resistant
diseases that we
face today. Colloidal Silver was used extensively and
very successfully against bacteria, virus, fungi and the
like before the advent of the first antibiotic, penicillin;
and the uses for Colloidal Gold at that time were just
beginning to present themselves. Once the chemical
companies began manufacturing the myriad of antibiotics, silver and gold were no longer looked to for
treatment. Interestingly, the antibiotics that they were
producing had no effect on the more resistant viruses,
fungi and parasites yet this did not stop the medical
community from prescribing these drugs regardless of
the type of infection. Now we face a new generation of
bacteria that are completely resistant to any antibiotics
merely due to antibiotic overprescribing and resultant
survival of the fittest bacteria.
Research has demonstrated that Colloidal Silver is
non-toxic to humans and allows no known diseasecausing organism to live in its presence.
With the
addition of Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline
Drias, the frequency of
is remarkably enhanced to allow these newer, more powerful viruses and
bacteria to be eliminated.
is gentle enough to
use topically on just about any skin, hair, or mouth
condition without fear oftoxicity and is outstanding for
burns. For internal use it is recommended to maintain
with 3 -4 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue and
if an infection is present, start with 1 teaspoon the first
day and then lo-12 drops, 3-4 times per day under the
tongue until the infection clears. Important: Due to the
powerful nature of this product, friendly bacteria can be
affected so it is advisable to replace the natural
intestional
flora with some type of acidophilusl
lactobacilus supplement daily or, at the leaset, when
symptons are noted (symptoms may include cramps,.
bloating, diarrhea/constipation
and a general feeling of
malaise).
Please note that this product is said to be perfectly
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safe for children and pets and can be taken with other
medications without incident. Colloidal Silver is not
addictive and the body does not build up a tolerance to
it. For your information only, Colloidal Siver has been
used effectively on the following: acne, conjunctivitis,
allergies, rheumatoid arthritis, bladder inflammation,
venereal diseases, eczema, appendicitis, boils, cancer,
candida, otitis media, prostate problems, whooping
cough, ulcers, plus many, many others.
can
also be used to wet wound dressings and bandages and
help heal cuts, scratches, abrasions, fever blisters, etc.
There is a myriad of uses for this product which makes
in my opinion, one of the most exciting and
valuable products on the market today.
OxySol contains Colloidal Silver and Trace Colloidal
Gold but has Hydrogen Peroxide (food grade) and other
trace minerals to add a new dimension to the effects.
Organisms that have plagued us for centuries may be
destroyed using this product but the new, more resistant strains will require the higher frequency
When added to water, the OxySol will help to purify,
which makes this ideal for taking to restaurants or for
travel.
a
effect of combating foreign invaders and providing a
greater oxygen content for the health of the cells from
the Hydrogen Peroxide. OxySol is wonderful topically
as well, but is not advised for burns (use
burns). The trace minerals found in OxySol are vital
to our health because the nutrients that were once taken
for granted in our vegetables and fruits have been
systematically farmed out of our soil. These trace
minerals need to be replaced, otherwise our bodies
continue to be open season for aggressive bugs. Another use for OxySol is to rid the oral cavity of harmful
bacteria by brushing your teeth with 4 drops
on
your toothbrush or use as a mouthwash or gargle. The
recommended amount to take daily for system clearing
is 6-10 drops, 3 times a day on an empty stomach. If
taken with
daily requirements in
half. If you are adding OxySol to your water, just add
l-2 drops in each glass of water. Both OxySol and
are very powerful additions to our pursuit of
health.
Without these “food”-based essential nutrients our
immune systems and body physiologies are sitting ducks
for any attack-from
chemical and biological “warfare” practices, to increased nuclear radiation pollution, as well as from other high-energy photon bombardment as this planet prepares itself for the upcoming changes.
It is up to every individual to take personal responsibility for their health and prioritize the needs their
bodies may have at this time as well as pay special
I hope to
attention to the needs of their children.
describe here some good products available to you so
that your search for a basic, complete arsenal against
disease can come to an end.
New Gaia has presented many products to the
public that you can pick or choose for individual needs.
But there is a core of products, which should be taken

regularly, that is felt to be essential to health and well
being. These products are:

Each of these provides a service to the body
that is a necessary assistant to the other. We will
discuss each one individually to provide you with the
information you need to understand why these items are
necessary.
The physiology of the body is basically governed by
the actions and programming found within the cell.
The cells make up the tissues of the body, the tissues
make up the organs such as the heart or liver which, in
turn, make up the organ systems that work in harmony
with each other to keep the entire body functioning. If
the cell structure has been altered or is malfunctioning
(for whatever reason), every organ system is affected.
To what degree they are affected depends on the offending substance that has caused the cell’s breakdown or
the length of time that cell has been subjected to abuse.
is a product that is said tr, help
correct the faulty programming that has occurred at the
the cell’s DNA/
RNA blueprint.
unlike
the
ity to fuse with the
strand within the cell, creating
a mutation to that cell. By perfecting the DNA/RNA
the cell
a
which allows it to fight off an incoming virus and
maintain the homeostasis within the cell and, in turn,
within the organ systems.
This is essential for the immune organ system,
because without healthy cells that can fight off offenders like free radicals, viruses, and cumulative levels of
radiation, the immune system is overtaxed to the point
leading to dis-ease. Anof exhaustion -eventually
other benefit from consuming
ity and nature to thrive on the invisible, higher photon
frequencies
which are bombarding
us daily.
is able to speed up the frequency levels of
the cells to more nearly match the energies pouring in
and assaulting the body. This, in turn, can offer a twofold benefit: One benefit is the ability of the cell to
withstand and actually adapt to these otherwise damaging energies; the other benefit is to help protect ourselves from mind manipulation through pulse beams
that are irradiating mankind relentlessly, Originally
the dose was 10 drops, 3 times per day, under the
tongue. However, with the growing number of”manufactured” epidemics and other stepped-up plans for our
demise by the Elite, perhaps more is better. One ounce
or more per day may
results.
the
dria system that lies within the cell. The mitochondria
is the energy producer of the cell
convert the food we eat into usable
produce enzymes that are absolutely necessary for surviva1 of the body system.
is also said to feed on vessel plaques
adhering to blood vessel linings. Most all of us, by the

age of twenty, have plaques developing on the arterial parasites found within the body, Very few people was even superior to the Pine Bark in that it contains a
walls due to
American diet that is filled with realize the kinds and types of diseases that these para- higher level and higher potency of OPCs (Oligomeric
saturated fats, high protein, white flour products, and sites can contribute to, such as Cancer, AIDS, Hepati- proanthocyanidins) which are the active ingredient for
limited consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables.
tis, Hodgkin’s Disease, Diabetes, just to name a few. free-radical scavenging.
These OPCs found in the
This product provides added fuel to any compromised
There have been reports that people have been able to Grape Seed Extract are known for their instant
system to assist in strengthening the immune system, as turn their conditions around by utilizing a program bioavailability to seek out nasty free radicals and prowell as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the such as the
to eliminate the duce rapid counter-effect results. While no claims are
pliability ofthe vessel walls throughout the body. Both myriads of parasites, such as flukes, keeping house in here being made for the healing qualities of any prodand
work in harmony to their internal organs.
uct, the OPCs found in Grape Seed Extract have been
strengthen
eliminate mutations of all cells by
The beauty of this program is that 14 days every 3 identified with: Anti-aging protection, improved viworking together within the cell structure itself.
months is all that is required to insure a body that is free sion, decrease in wrinkles, resistance to mental deteAnother product that you will find essential in your of most parasites.
The GaiaCleanse
line includes rioration, reduced risk of heart disease, reduced risk of
daily regime is
This is a fully integrated
tinctures that can be mixed in any one of the above stroke, enhanced immune system, faster healing, subelectrolyte
liquid that is brought forth from the beverages or in juice.
There is also an intestinal dued PMS, and reduced inflammation of arthritis.
Kombucba Tea. The combination of tea and juice, cleanse that comes in the kit to ensure proper eliminaThe other substances found in
are Ester-C
vitamins, minerals, Gingko Biloba, Echinacea,
tion and cleansing during the two weeks. These steps and Aloe Vera. Ester-C is found to get into the blood
oxygenators, Aloe Vera and
are a to health are important if one is to realize optimum stream faster and in larger amounts than other forms of
powerful combination that helps boost energy levels as health within the cellular structure and organ tissues of vitamin C and wastes only a fraction of what other
well as provides electrolyte balance within the body to the body.
vitamin C products lose through elimination. It is also
help enhance the performance of the
Chlorella is a single-celled, fresh-water algae which found to penetrate white blood cells more efficiently,
within the cells. Electrolytes are substances which is a nutritionally balanced whole food that is extremely which is necessary for their metabolism. There is also
dissociate into ions in solution and thus become ca- high in protein (60%) and contains more than 20 a reduction, if not an elimination, of the side effects
pable of conducting electricity.
The balance of these essential vitamins and minerals, 19 of the 22 essential from the acidity of regular Vitamin C because Ester C
electrolytes in the body will aid in the protection from and non-essential amino acids, enzymes, plus
has a neutral pH. Each capsule also contains 150 mgs.
the various high-frequency energies that we are now
growth factor. The combination of these factors of Aloe Vera which is the equivalent of one-and-onesubjected to as well as enhance the effectiveness of all results in a product that has been found to be excellent half ounces of natural Aloe Vera juice. Excerpted from
the other products you are consuming for your health. in the healing of wounds, injuries and ulcers, immune an article by John C. Pittman, M.D., we read:
is a long-chain
Another beverage that should be taken in a dose of strengthening, age retardation, protection against ra- “Acemannan, a mucopolysaccharide,
approximately 8 ounces per day is the “Tea Breeze”
diation, normalizing digestion and bowel function, and sugar which is found as an active ingredient in Cold
Kombucha Tea. Enough can not be said about this protection against toxic pollutants, to name but a few of Processed Whole Leaf Aloe. It interjects itself into all
fermented drink from the mushroom fungus found long the benefits.
cell membranes. This causes an increase in the fluidity
is a rich source of chlorophyll, which is and permeability of the membrane, allowing toxins to
ago by a prominent Japanese woman in a town called
Kargasok, Russia. What she found amongst these vil- extremely effective in controlling body odor both inter- flow out of the cell more easily and nutrients to enter
lagers astounded her. The women were virtually with- nally and externally. The suggested daily consumption the cell. The net result may improve cellular metaboout wrinkles or other signs of aging and the overall is 3 grams per day, but dosages should be adjusted to lism throughout the body, resulting in a boost of energy
population was comprised of unusually healthy people. your individual
needs. Many times the alkaline production.”
She was told that these people drank 8 ounces of reserves in the body are so depleted that Chlorella, in
These three powerful ingredients are found in
product called 3-In-l. It is a potent product that should
daily.
She brought the mushroom larger doses, is warranted.
be utilized by anyone suffering from a chronic condifungus
to Japan and, today, over a million JapaMoreover, because of its superb food value,
nese people drink the fermented tea daily. With the rella is an important addition to anyone’s emergency tion or for those wishing to maximize the fUnCtiOning
of their immune system on a day-to-day basis.
high content of special proteins and enzymes, this tea food storage stash.
All
above products discussed:
OxySol,
is -said to reduce cholesterol, restore hair growth,
As pa; of an ongoing nutritious diet, the grain of
strengthen eyesight, help insomnia, aid in weight re(Triticum Spelta) should be added to every diet in
duction, help with allergies, bronchitis, asthma and a replacement of the standard wheat grain.
can be the
myriad of other debilitating conditions including the superior to wheat in that it contains more protein, crude
fiber, and fats than wheat. It also contains special keys to a healthier and more vibrant life by reinvigoratprevention of certain cancers.
metabolic activWhile
are claims from people who have used carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which help stimu- ing the immune system, increasing
ity of the cells, providing more complete nourishment
or researched the product, it would simply be prudent to late the all-important immune system.
Many people who are allergic to wheat find
to to allow the organ systems to function in harmony with
regard
as a must to
What is most exciting is the one another, and to increase our bodies’ overall frehealth regime. Many people make their own tea with be easily digestible.
offers to any baking quency levels to withstand the onslaught of various
the mushroom that is available through New Gaia delicious nutty flavor that
large amount high-frequency energies that are thrown our way. *These
Products, but for those of us with limited time, the needs. Another advantage of
ready-made tea in
l-liter and 2-liter bottles is both of vitamin B-17 found in the grain (also known as products work synergistically together to maximize the
delicious and convenient. Try mixing the tea with the Laetrile) which has a reputation for retarding cancer- effects of each product.
Of course, right thinking, right exercise, and right
and your favorite juice, orjust drink it straight. ous cell growth and aiding in the healing of other
There is a
serious illnesses.
also has an exceptionally thick eating are absolutely necessary to add to any health
oped which offers similar properties to unpasteurized
husk around the center grain, which protects it from all regime, but the benefits and gifts found within these
apple cider vinegar, which has been used for centuries kinds of pollutants and insects far better than happens various products are priceless to our well being in this
grain can be ground UD high-stress world.
to care for all types of ailments. This product packs a with other grains. The
punch when fighting off the common cold
is great into flour and used in any recipe where flour is r:as a digestive aid. Many are using this product in their quired. New Gaia offers the whole
grain bread
salad dressings or other recipes to enhance the nutri- mixes, or the grain itself to be ground into flour, or the
flour already milled for your convenience. This simple
tion that their families receive.
While
is not recommended for canning or preserv- addition to your family’s diet can provide a wealth of
ing, it certainly is recommended for general consump- extra nutrition for your loved ones as well as a great
taste experience.
tion.
is the membrane that is found in the
The last product I wish to discuss is a newer
mushroom fungus of
bathed in a product of which you may not be fully aware. Many of
nurturing amniotic-like fluid of
to aid you have heard of the latest craze using a product called
the body in repair of connective tissue. This product “Pycnogenols”. Pycnogenol comes from the bark of the
was designed to replace the need for Shark Cartilage pine tree and is said to have remarkable anti-oxidant
supplement, which has been well researched and docu- properties that are aiding in the relief of a number of
mented in recent years and which is said to program the chronic conditions. The
product offered by New
body to never develop cancer tumors. By mixing one Gaia has been found to be superior to Pycnogenol. The
teaspoon in to any of the above mentioned drinks, you research that has been conducted on the elements found
add one more weapon to your arsenal in the quest to in Pine Bark were primarily conducted on Grape Seed
build the immune system to its optimum healthy state. Extract because this, too, had the components that
A 14-day program called
offered the superior anti-oxidant protection.
What was discovered is that
Grape Seed Extract
developed that assists in the elimination of the nasty
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